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Introduction
The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy and Regional Plan
Association, as part of their continuing joint exploration of
spatial planning in America, convened a group of scholars
and regional planners in Healdsburg, California in April,
2007 to hear and discuss the four papers collected here.
These papers reflect the latest contributions to a planning
construct that Bob Yaro and I dubbed the “megaregion” following on a studio, “Planning for America,” that we taught
with Jonathan Barnett at the University of Pennsylvania in
Spring 2004.
The megaregion idea owes much to Jean Gottman’s
Megalopolis of 1961, which described the nearly unbroken
pattern of urbanization that had emerged in the northeastern United States by that date. It is also inspired by the
work of Benton MacKaye, among other pioneering regional
planners of the 1920s and 30s, who, in his proposal for the
Appalachian Trail and other innovations, saw the importance of affirmatively planning for the natural systems
surrounding the expanding metropolitan areas of the
country. In its potential role within a national framework,
the megaregion concept has been informed by American,
European, and Asian precedents.
Each of these papers deals with a particular geographic
puzzle piece, but each in its own way also provides a further
contribution to megaregion theory, planning, or policy
development. Following are some observations on the more
general implications of the papers.
Callifornia: Governance for Bigger Spillovers

Teitz and Barbour focus on the large-scale infrastructure
and environmental problems that have become recognized
as among the most immediate applications of the megaregion concept. They cite extra-metropolitan spillovers involving growth, especially with respect to housing markets,
and pollution as revealing structural deficiencies in the
current planning regime. The California experience with
“Blueprint” planning has shown that the larger metros can
be both too big and too small to plan effectively under these
conditions, which require “nesting planning at different
scales.” A main challenge identified here: how to develop
institutions for integrated planning across functions at the
megaregional scale
Texas Triangle: Planning, Economy, Infrastructure

Zhang, Steiner, and Butler define megaregions as multiple
metropolitan areas linked by environment, infrastructure,
and economy. In addition to describing the historical
development of each of the triangle cities, they analyze
regional economic structure, citing trends of increasing
interaction and integration. On the institutional side, the
authors suggest that new megaregional planning organizations may be needed to integrate the work now done by
metropolitan planning organizations. The Texas team goes
on to make a case for high speed rail connections between
the Triangle cities, citing increased airport and airspace
congestion and postulating a daily rail commute between
major pairs of triangle cities, which range from 198 to 271
miles apart.

Midwest: Dynamic Economic Geography

Feser and Hewings describe a changing industrial production space in the Midwest megaregion shaped by declining
transportation costs that provide scale economies through
“just-in-time” deliveries. Scanning ten U.S. megaregions
using Isserman’s rural-urban density codes, they find
only the Northeast to be dominantly urban. The authors
contend that the megaregion concept is not merely about
planning at larger scale for regions with fixed boundaries.
Rather, megaregions are marked by “continually shifting
geographies” and require flexibility in their planning. This
paper offers a window into a dynamic economic geography:
fragmented and highly integrated, containing both urbanand rural-sited industry.
Western Europe: Polycentric Processes

Taylor and Pain contribute to theory while providing an
international benchmark against which to consider the
U.S. megaregion cases. Following Jane Jacobs, they focus
on the city as process more than as place, and posit two
forms of polycentricity. In the London type (Process A),
a primate city with high global connectivity is associated
with the economic expansion of a constellation of smaller
centers; both primate and secondary cities and towns tend
toward multi-sector clusters with their own global links.
In the Randstad type (Process B), we find a megaregion
of “proximate cities” that includes neglected and bypassed
medium sized cities: an urban region with urban holes. At
the scale of the U.S. Northeast, both Process A and Process
B can be at work in different parts of the megaregion at
the same time. The importance of “process” infrastructure
along with “material” infrastructure is raised, returning us
to the California conundrum of governance at the megaregional scale.
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Megaregions in California:
Challenges to Planning and Policy
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Introduction
As the 21st century opens, a new scale of urban agglomeration is emerging across the world (Scott 2001; Hall and
Pain 2006; McGee and Robinson 1995; Berube et al 2006;
Lang and Dhavale 2005). These megaregions may contain
tens of millions of people and extend for hundreds of miles.
Integrated by global economic relationships, by transportation infrastructure and, increasingly, by new communications technologies, they imply transformation in scale of
problems for public policy.
Research initiated by the Regional Plan Association and the Lincoln Institute has explored megaregional
definition, yet policy implications of this new urban form
are only now being addressed (Regional Plan Association
2006; Dewar and Epstein 2006). Much of the discussion so
far has centered on federal government investment in transportation infrastructure, but many of the problems raised
by the existence of urban megaregions are experienced
and must be addressed at the state and local levels. Fifty
years of urban policy in the U.S. suggests that institutions,
governance, and intergovernmental relations critically affect problems of urbanization at the smallest as well as the
largest scale.
This paper examines megaregional urbanization and
its policy implications within California, which provides a
good context in which to consider the role of the state and
local government in relation to megaregional development.
As the only state with two megaregions largely contained
within its own borders, cross-state planning issues are less
of a concern than for many other megaregions in the U.S.
Historically, state government has played a huge role in
California’s growth and development, but the strength and
competitiveness of the state’s megaregions and its multiple
metro areas has made a top-down state approach to growth
management problematic, at least in recent decades.
In the absence of a strong state role in growth management, metropolitan regions became laboratories for innovation in the 1990s. For example, a new form of integrated
planning emerged within metro regions called “blueprint
planning,” which aims to integrate local and regional goals
and objectives for transportation, land use, and the environment. Recently, some metropolitan regions in California
also have recognized policy issues that demand megaregionlevel coordination and governance, such as for goods movement. These cases, however, have been only ad hoc thus far.
Recently, the state government has played a stronger role in
growth management. Passage in November 2006 of $42.7
billion in state bond funds for new infrastructure signals
a new era in state investment. Some of the bond funds will

address megaregional concerns; funding to improve goods
movement and transportation corridor mobility are examples. Also, for the first time, housing programs consider
larger development issues; more than $1 billion will support infill and transit-oriented development. Nevertheless,
few, if any, funds will go to programs specifically megaregional in scale. One megaregional issue debated for years
was actually sidelined by the current bond issues – namely
whether to fund a North-South high speed rail system for
California.
Thus, except for a few ad hoc efforts, no planning and
governance institutions exist at the megaregional scale in
California. Is that a problem? Are policy and planning issues at megaregional scales effectively addressed by existing
institutions? If not, what could or should be done about it?
This paper addresses those questions, beginning with
consideration of the definition of megaregions in California. We then consider problems that arise at the megaregional scale and examine the institutional frameworks for
addressing them, including innovations at the state and
metropolitan levels. Finally, we look at the prospect for
future governance in relation to megaregional issues in the
state.

Megaregions In California
Virtually all research on U.S. megaregions identifies two
megaregions within California — in the North and the
South. The megaregions reflect both population and
economic criteria, especially patterns of residence and
employment, reflected in commuting patterns. Like all
urban areas, these have evolved from initial nodes, followed
by suburbanization and the creation of new nodes of urban
growth, and subsequent infilling in between. Recently,
exurban growth has been important to the process.
In California, long before megaregions, North and
South were perceived as different (Starr 2005, pp. 105-6).
They had different and rival economies, for example, entertainment and aerospace in Los Angeles vs. high technology
and finance in the Bay Area. They have exhibited differing
styles of development, with much more growth control
in the Bay Area (Lewis and Neiman 2000). Their political and social cultures have also been the source of beliefs
about contrasts—the North more liberal and the South
more hedonistic, though Latino immigration has transformed these simple distinctions (Starr 1985). Those larger
contrasts should not conceal differences within the regions.
San Diego and Sacramento still tend to perceive themselves
as separate from Los Angeles and the Bay Area, respectively, especially in their concerns about being over-run
and engulfed by their larger neighbors. Nonetheless, the
north-south distinction persists in the public imagination
and in policy debates, for example, over water planning,
with conflicts about how much Northern California water
should be sent to the South and how it should get there.
Categorizing megaregions raises definitional issues reflecting myriad overlays and mismatches between
functional regions (economic, social, and environmental)
and political jurisdictions. Consider first the economic
basis for defining megaregions; how urbanization is defined
and experienced is a complicating factor that may imply
different understandings of regional interconnectedness.
A spatially disaggregated analysis tends to show a pat-
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Figure 1: Urbanization in California, 2000
Population 33 Million
Source: Landis 2003

Current Urbanization
of 33 Million



Projected Urbanization
of 67 Million
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Figure 2: Projected Urbanization in California, 2050
Population 67 million
Source: Landis 2003
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Figure 3: Projected Urbanization in California, 2100
Population 92 Million
Source: Landis 2003

Projected Urbanization
of 92 Million
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Figure 4: U.S. Housing Density, 2000
Source: Theobald 2005

Urban (>0.6 ac per unit)
Suburban (0.6 - 1.7 ac per unit)
Exurban (1.7- 40 ac per unit)
Rural (>40 ac per unit)
Undeveloped (>0.6 ac per unit)

Figure 5:	California’s Most Populous Regions
Sources: Regional definitions from Johnson (2002); Commuting estimates are authors’ calculations based on data from 2000
U.S. Census Transportation Planning Package.
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Figure 6: Population Growth from 1990 to 2000, and Projected Growth from 2000 to 2020, in California Regions
Sources: Data for 1980 and 2000 from U.S. Census, and for 2020 from California Department of Transportation (2006)
120%
1980 to 2000
Projected - 2000 to 2020
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tern more fragmented and tenuous than that revealed on
the basis of county data (Theobald 2005). John Landis’s
analysis of California urbanization, shown in Figures 1,
2, and 3, suggests that megaregional development may be
less developed than some suggest (Landis 2003). Urban
development, as defined by Landis, exhibits a scattered
pattern in 2000, though by 2050 megaregional integration
should be fully fledged. In most megaregions, the interstitial urbanization between metropolitan cores, including
suburbs, is comprised of exurban development. The two
great megaregions of the eastern U.S., centering on New
York and Atlanta, show this quite clearly in Theobald’s map
of housing density in Figure 4 (Theobald 2005). The eastern
megaregions are essentially defined by extensive exurban
settlement, shown in yellow on the map. However, California has denser urban development overall than most eastern
cities, a characteristic also evident in Figure 4. This implies
that development, despite Los Angeles’ image of sprawl,
is more compact than in other states. The result may be to
reinforce localism and maintenance of state identity, rather
than regional affiliation.
Figure 5 shows the state’s most populous regions based
on a scheme developed by demographer Hans Johnson to
define “areas that are similar, paying particular attention to
geography, demography, and economic conditions” (Johnson, 2002, p.3; also see Johnson, 2005). The map highlights outlying counties that are becoming more integrated
with the main urban regions. In the eight crosshatched
counties, at least 15 percent of residents who worked in
2000 commuted to a job in one of the other regions shown
	Johnson’s regions do not coincide with U.S. Census definitions for “combined statistical areas” (CSAs). Johnson employs the traditional 9-county
definition of the San Francisco Bay Area (Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin,
Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, and Sonoma Counties). However, the U.S. Census recently included Santa Cruz and San
Benito Counties in the CSA. The Census combines the “South Coast” counties (Los Angeles, Orange, and Ventura) with the “Inland Empire” counties
(Riverside and San Bernardino) in the LA area CSA, and excludes Imperial
County from the San Diego metro area.

Sacramento San Joaquin
Metro
Valley

Inland
Empire

Inland

on the map. As the map suggests, Californians have been
moving inland, seeking affordable housing away from more
expensive coastal areas. In the process, traditional regional
distinctions have been breaking down. But although the
Inland Empire has long been seen as an extension of the LA
area, spillover growth in Northern California across traditional regional boundaries is a newer phenomenon.
The population shift inland is evident in Figure 6
– particularly the Inland Empire’s dramatic growth. In future, however, growth rates in the San Joaquin Valley – particularly in northern counties adjoining the San Francisco
Bay Area – are expected to rival those in the Inland Empire,
and the Sacramento metro area is also expected to continue
to grow rapidly. As Hans Johnson suggests, in relation
to growth trends, “Perhaps a more meaningful regional
difference in California, rather than the traditional north
vs. south dichotomy, is inland vs. coastal” (Johnson, 2002,
p.5). This distinction does not refute the megaregional definitions – on the contrary, rapid inland development reflects
megaregional growth dynamics. However, it also reinforces
the notion that experienced reality is not necessarily such
that individuals perceive they belong to a larger megaregion
with shared growth concerns.
How environmental issues apply to megaregions
complicates the picture even more. In many of the state’s
largest metropolitan regions, the designation of the air
basin largely coincides with the urbanized portions of the
region and the jurisdiction of regional planning agencies.
Such jurisdictional matches facilitate integrated planning linking transportation and air quality. However, as
metropolitan regions expand, air basin designations may
not match growth patterns, requiring an extension of the
megaregions past natural boundaries, largely mountains,
and raising challenges for regional governance. Natural
habitat, an important bioregional designation as a result of
the Endangered Species Act, is the basis for conservation
planning. However, habitat plans have generally followed
existing political geographies more than bioregional des-
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Emerging Growth Concerns
in California’s Regions
By the late 1990s, growth concerns such as rising traffic congestion, overcrowded schools, and water shortages
during droughts alerted Californians that infrastructure
facilities were strained. Concerns about housing affordability drew attention to the need for integrated planning
solutions. But as growth issues gained momentum, they
were more likely to be framed in metropolitan than in
megaregional terms. Emergent megaregional issues have
often been framed as single-purpose concerns. Nevertheless, rising awareness of the inter-relatedness of planning
concerns across functions and across jurisdictions in metro
areas has also produced some incipient awareness of more
comprehensive megaregional implications.

Growth Issues in California’s
Metropolitan Regions
By the 1990s, public infrastructure systems were growing
strained, as public investment had not matched growth in
demand during the previous decade, a period of rapid population increase (Hanak and Baldassare, 2005). Policymakers called for massive new spending and voters responded,
passing nearly triple the inflation-adjusted amount in state
bond funds for schools, transportation, and water supply
and quality from 2001 to 2006 as they had from 1991 to
2000.  In 2006, state voters passed an unprecedented $42.7
billion bond package for transportation, schools, flood and
disaster protection, housing, and water supply and quality.
Housing affordability, in particular, altered the
traditional dialogue about growth planning. Most of the
nation’s least affordable metropolitan housing markets had
long been in California,  but rapid housing price spikes
during and after the dot-com boom prompted a sense of
crisis. Between 2000 and 2005, the median sales price for
single-family homes in California more than doubled,
exceeding $500,000 (sometimes substantially) in many
urbanized coastal counties.  Policymakers worried about
low production rates for multi-unit housing, which fell to
about one quarter of all units built during the 1990s from
45 percent during the previous decade. 
Housing location had also become a policy concern.
As Californians sought more affordable housing in inland
areas, commuting pressures increased. The share of Californians with commutes of 45 minutes or more one way grew
(Barbour, 2006). Even as transportation systems became
overtaxed, rapidly developing areas on the urban fringe
also experienced controversies about designing communities – for example, how and whether to implement urban
growth boundaries, or to protect large areas of natural
habitat. Longer commutes also raised concerns about air
quality, with most of the state’s metropolitan regions out of
compliance with federal air quality standards, and mobile
sources (such as cars and trucks) forming the largest source
of polluting emissions (California Air Resources Board,
2007).
This inland-coastal development pattern is expected
to continue, with substantial growth projected statewide
in coming decades, but more population growth inland,
and more job growth on the coast (Figure 7). As a result,
inland areas will continue to face challenges associated
with rapid change, while coastal areas will face pressures
related to densification in already developed communities.
Meanwhile, projected worsening of the inland-coastal jobshousing imbalance suggests that commuting pressures will
also worsen.
	Data to 2004 from Reuben and de Alth (2005), and including funds from
Propositions 1B, 1D, and 84, passed in 2006. School funds are for K-12 and
higher education.
	Data from National Association of Homebuilders/Wells Fargo, Housing
Opportunity Index, Complete History by Metropolitan Area, from http://
www.nahb.org/fileUpload_details.aspx?contentID=34325
	From data from California Association of Realtors, 2005 California
Housing Market Annual Historical Data Summary, Real Estate Research
Report: 2006-2, April 2006, http://www.car.org/library/media/papers/
pdf/2006AHDSFinal.pdf
	From data from California Department of Finance, Table I-3 Residential Construction Authorized By Permits, California, 1970-2004, 2006
California Statistical Abstract, http://www.dof.ca.gov/html/fs_data/statabs/tables/i3.xls
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ignations. Water, a key environmental as well as economic
concern, exemplifies the difficulty of defining megaregions environmentally, because human infrastructure has
altered the natural flows. After regional water supplies were
overtaxed during the first half of the 20th century, the state
government created a statewide system cutting across major
regions north and south, and across state lines from east
to west. The water systems extend across political divisions
that are the basis for persistent conflicts, which the federal
and state governments must help mediate.
Considering political boundaries in relation to
megaregions, we note the strong role of the state and local
governments relative to regional institutions. At a large
scale, we might ask why California itself should not be seen
as a megaregion. California’s distinctiveness from the rest
of the U.S., reflected in the earliest non-native Californians’
view of themselves as different, was codified politically by
statehood, and this political geography has continued to
shape development patterns. Action by the state government has co-mingled the fates of the two megaregions, with
water systems perhaps the strongest example. Yet, there is
a paradox; no matter how expansive state action has been,
control of land use and development remains local. California has among the strongest “home rule” traditions in
the nation. Thus, the state government has never been able
to shape directly the pattern of urban growth. If anything,
history shows local and regional interests shaping state
policy in their favor. It is no accident that recent attempts
to shape metropolitan growth through blueprint planning
originated at the regional and local levels, only later being
adopted by the state.
The challenge to governance presented by megaregions
is to translate problems emerging at this scale into policy
solutions at an appropriate scale with effective institutions
for governance and implementation. Experience so far with
metropolitan planning suggests that state action alone
will not be sufficient, but local and regional action will be
challenged by the sheer scale of emerging urban complexes.
The federal government will be involved, but it is unlikely
to act directly. Effective responses will depend upon both
the nature of issues being addressed and the institutional
frameworks for evaluation and implementation. Those are
the focus of the next sections of this paper.
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Such concerns prompted calls for more compact,
“infill” housing development in already built-up urban
areas. The market for such development has become more
attractive to homebuilders because of high housing prices
and other factors such as reforms to condominium defect
liability insurance law, and this housing has been growing
as a share of units built. However, established communities
sometimes resist change, and local governments complain
they lack fiscal resources to provide facilities and services to
support new development.
The housing issue is transforming California’s
growth-conscious milieu. Facing fiscal and environmental
constraint, the state and local governments have sought to
invest more efficiently in infrastructure while also meeting
environmental mandates. Promoting infill and transit-oriented development is now considered important for achieving these goals, and forms part of many recent state and
regional transportation and environmental plans, such as
the state’s plan for reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 25
percent by 2020 (California EPA, 2006). For the first time,
state housing bond funds passed in November 2006 aim to
influence the broad shape of development; $1.15 billion (40
percent of the total housing bond funds) will support transit-oriented development and local infrastructure for infill
projects. The criteria for allocating funds are under debate;
with this policy the state government will add a new element to its framework for strategic planning for growth.

Growth Issues and Megaregions
Only a few growth issues have been cast in megaregional
terms. These tend to be single-issue problems (e.g. infrastructure or environmental problems) that cannot be
resolved through existing regional planning frameworks. In
a few cases, more comprehensive megaregional issues have
emerged in regions facing intense economic change and in
which large scale infrastructure is failing. Other concerns
also have arisen not megaregional in scale – on the contrary
they are perceived as localized issues – but that reflect
emerging megaregional connections. Whether framed in
megaregional terms or not, these issues reflect planning
concerns and needs that exceed the boundaries of existing
institutions.
Planning concerns framed at a megaregional scale
generally relate to large-scale infrastructure – transportation and water supply in particular. Goods movement has
become a major concern especially in Southern California, where international trade accounts for one of every
fifteen jobs (Kern County Council of Governments et
al, 2005). The goods movement issue sharpens awareness
of megaregional challenges because it affects the region’s
global competitiveness and its function as entrepot for
goods traveling to and from other states. More than one
third of all U.S. containerized international trade passes
through Los Angeles area ports – the largest in the nation
(California Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency,
and Environmental Protection Agency, 2005). However, as
transportation logistics jobs have replaced lost manufacturing jobs as a primary economic driver for the region, associated traffic congestion and air pollution threaten economic
competitiveness and quality of life. With a possible tripling
in the volume of goods moving through the ports expected
by 2030, proposed solutions include improving intermodal

Figure 7: Share of Total State Projected Population and Employment Growth in Populous
Coastal and Inland Regions, 2000 to 2020
Source: California Department of Transportation
(2006)
60%
50%
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40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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transportation linkages combined with land use strategies such as inland warehousing and transloading facilities
(Southern California Association of Governments, 2005 a
and b). With regional improvements possibly costing $35
billion, regional agencies are calling for state and federal
aid and private sector financing through user fees and other
techniques (ibid). Greater awareness of megaregional economic issues – and their national and international context
– could help in marshalling the resources needed to address
the challenges.
In the case of goods movement in Southern California, the impetus for identifying challenges and solutions
has come mainly from within the region itself – in particular from business leaders and regional transportation
planning and land use agencies, the latter because they are
responsible for addressing related planning concerns. The
goods movement issue has helped propel an effort by a consortium of Southern California regional organizations to
delineate comprehensive megaregional concerns and strategies (Kern County et al. 2005). In the San Francisco Bay
Area, a business coalition recently launched a similar effort
to promote a megaregional conversation about economic
competitiveness (Bay Area Council, n.d.).
In other cases, the impetus for coordinating solutions
to megaregional concerns has come from the state and federal governments. One such case is water quality and supply
issues in the San Francisco-San Joaquin Bay Delta region.
The delta, a 700-square-mile region where the San Francisco Bay meets the state’s two biggest rivers, forms the hub
of California’s two largest water distribution systems while
also providing the largest wetland habitat in the western
United States. A severe drought from 1987 to 1992 brought
conflicts between environmental, urban, and agricultural
uses of delta water to a head. A state-supported stakeholder
negotiation process, CalFed, was established to develop a
long-term plan for saving and restoring the estuary, but by
the mid-2000s, it had found no workable solution (Lund et
al, 2007). With worries about levee failure creating a sense
of urgency, the governor established a new task force in
early 2007 to reevaluate planning solutions.
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	For more on these developments, see for example Fulton 2000, 1999; Fulton
and Shigley, 2004; Shigley 2005, 2003; Sokoloff, 1999, 1997; Newman
1997; CP&DR Staff, 1994.
	These include the San Diego-Riverside I-15 Inter-regional Partnership,
Otay Mesa Binational Corridor Plan, and the I-80 Capitol Corridor Smart
Growth Study (Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 2006; San
Diego Association of Governments, 2006; Kern County Council of Governments et al., 2005).

Planning Institutions and Megaregions
In California, regional planning agencies have been recent
innovators in strategic planning for growth. They took on
this role because by the late 1990s, the state government
had done little to advance such planning, and regional
agencies faced responsibilities making such an approach
necessary. But although they have established a new framework for comprehensive growth planning in metro areas,
no such framework exists for megaregions, and associated
planning problems are starting to be apparent.

The Traditional Planning Framework
The state government’s quiescence in strategic growth planning during the 1990s seemed historically out of keeping.
After World War II, California had gained wide recognition for its large-scale infrastructure systems built under
the direction of the state government. But by the 1970s,
the state government had retreated from its role as master
builder, although it still managed large-scale infrastructure
investment. The state also took on regulating environmental quality, but left land use policy to local governments. In
the process, growth management became fractured, not just
among levels of government, but also even for the policy
areas under state control, because those were regulated
by single-function agencies that rarely coordinated plans
carefully.
As growth challenges increased by the 1990s, regional
agencies stepped in to fill the void. This was prompted in
part by federal and state devolution in transportation planning that promoted more integrated planning. Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) were required to take
the lead in developing long-range regional transportation
plans. MPOs, designated under federal law for regional
transportation planning, generally coincide with Councils
of Government (COGs), established in most urban areas
in the state as voluntary forums for local governments to
consider common concerns. In addition to their new carrot
– programming transportation investments – MPOs also
faced a new stick as transportation plans were required to
conform to regional air quality plans, effectively establishing a “pollution budget” in non-attainment areas. 
The nexus between transportation and air quality
planning has been a key driver of more integrated growth
planning in California regions. The approach exemplifies a recipe that has characterized innovative programs in
recent years; clear regional outcome-oriented (in this case,
health-based) standards for performance are combined
with flexible implementation techniques determined
through collaborative processes. However, a key to success
of this model is a good match in the jurisdictional reach
of relevant agencies. For example, the San Joaquin Valley
air district has a harder time coordinating plans with eight
county-based transportation agencies in the region than do
air districts in the larger metro regions in the state.
	 Federal policies prompting this devolution were the 1991 Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act and 1990 amendments to the Clean
Air Act. The state passed SB 45 in 1997, further devolving long-range capital
planning for transportation in urban areas to the regions. In most parts of the
state, COG boundaries coincide with Census designations for metropolitan or
consolidated metropolitan areas.
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The state government has taken other action as well to
develop coordinated solutions to planning concerns in the
San Joaquin Valley. That has proved to be necessary because
in the eight counties that form the valley, few public agencies are organized at a valley-wide scale, reflecting its history
as an agricultural region with small, isolated urban centers.
Private-public “stakeholder” groups such as the Great Valley
Center have called for more coordinated planning within
the region to address such concerns as improving major
transportation corridors and severe air pollution. The state
government, more so even than agencies within the region,
has responded. Funds from a recent state transportation
bond are targeted for improvements to the Valley’s main
transportation corridor, and state legislation has recently
mandated stricter policies to reduce smog, including a mitigation fee on new development implemented in 2005, the
first such regulation in the nation (Krist, 2006). In 2006
the governor appointed a task force including eight cabinet
members to develop comprehensive planning strategies for
economic development, transportation, and land use in the
region (California Partnership for the San Joaquin Valley,
2006).
Another type of planning issue related to megaregional development reflects “spillover” development between
metro regions. In some cases, this may be a “bottom-up”
issue not viewed as megaregional; on the contrary, it may be
seen as a localized battle about growth, but it nevertheless
reflects emerging megaregional connections. These planning concerns generally relate to housing development, and
without an inter-regional framework for dealing with them,
they are approached ad hoc. As an example, “ground zero”
in recent battles about local growth policy in California
might be the San Francisco Bay Area’s eastern edge. In two
Bay Area counties – Alameda and Contra Costa – and one
adjoining Central Valley county – San Joaquin – growth
battles have raged for more than a decade within and between communities. Tactics and techniques have included
ballot measures to cap growth or establish growth boundaries, coordinated growth plans among jurisdictions, lawsuits
within and across county lines, a cross-county joint powers
authority to implement a transportation mitigation fee
system, an inter-county partnership to address jobs-housing
balance, and a multi-species habitat plan.
Other “spill-over” issues are framed as inter-regional
because they pose problems for regional agencies held
accountable for solving them. Transportation agencies in
the north and south have organized cooperative planning
ventures to address land use and transportation concerns
for major corridors linking them. Air pollution is another
planning problem that crosses regional boundaries. With a
significant portion of Central Valley smog attributable to
pollution drifting from the Bay Area, in 2002, the San Joaquin and Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management Districts sued the state air board, which led to stiffer
smog check regulations for the Bay Area (Krist, 2002).
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Innovations in environmental planning during the
1990s also helped set the stage for integrated growth
planning. For example, the state established the Natural
Communities Conservation Planning Program (NCCP)
in 1991 to help overcome legal conflicts over development that threatened habitat for endangered species. The
NCCP exemplifies the same recipe as the transportation-air
quality programs described earlier –combining outcomeoriented performance objectives and flexible implementation. The program develops large, multi-species habitat
preserves through cooperative agreements among federal
and state agencies, local governments, environmental and
homebuilder groups, and others (Pollak, 2001a, 2001b).
Although NCCP plans can provide more certainty both for
landowners and for the status of the environment through
coordinated mitigation and regulatory relief, the plans
have been protracted in development and have not always
secured adequate funding. A recent lawsuit throws basic
premises of the program in doubt once again (Krist, 2007). 

The Basics of Blueprint Planning
Provided with new authority and responsibility, COG/
MPOs in California initiated a new form of more integrated regional growth planning by the late 1990s called
“blueprint planning.” Long-range regional and local plans
for transportation investment, air quality, and housing are
coordinated, sometimes also with energy and habitat plans.
Alternative regional development scenarios are tested in
relation to performance outcomes such as traffic mobility,
transit use, air quality, housing affordability, jobs-housing
balance, and preservation of open space. Through local and
regional workshops often lasting more than a year, invited
stakeholders and members of the public help to distill development options from which a final, “preferred scenario”
is ultimately chosen as the basis for long-range development
plans. Blueprint plans incorporate denser infill housing
near transit than is generally called for in current local land
use plans.
Blueprint planning evolved independently in the four
largest metro areas in the state; by 2004, each had adopted
a blueprint.10 By orienting land use to promote regional
as well as local transportation-related and environmental
goals, blueprint planning helps reintegrate growth management at a regional scale. COG/MPOs are useful institutions for such integrated planning because they combine
regional systems-level planning functions for transportation and air quality with the community-level land
use authority of local governments (cities and counties).
Generally operating on a one-government, one-vote basis,
the COG decision process helps build consensus in a political environment in which “no-growth” forces are often
pitted against “pro-growth” ones. But COG/MPOs have
	Other programs in recent years also strengthened the connection between
environmental planning and land use. Regulation of “nonpoint source
pollution,” such as from urban stormwater runoff, and water quality
requirements affecting bodies of water, was stepped up. Watershed planning
initiatives have proliferated in response. State goals established last year for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions 25 percent by 2020 also have implications for land use, because 41 percent of these emissions have been traced to
transportation sources, mainly on-road vehicles (California Environmental
Protection Agency, 2006).
10	Starting in 2005, the state department of transportation systematized
and extended the work through an annual appropriation of $5 million for
competitive grants.

no actual land use authority; they can only influence local
policy through identifying funding incentives from their
own transportation resources, or through peer pressure or
technical assistance. Without substantial state support for
achieving blueprint goals, COG/MPOs must convince
member local governments that adopting local policies with
regional benefits is in their self-interest.
The basic implementation strategy followed by the
COG/MPOs has been to target priority development areas
for resources, including technical assistance and competitive grants, for development projects that support blueprint
goals (funded in three regions with about $10 million annually). A more assertive approach by the Bay Area’s MPO
is to condition allocation of discretionary funding for new
transit expansion, amounting to $11.8 billion, on supportive local land use plans and policies. In a related move, the
agency adopted measurable objectives for supportive land
uses that apply to transportation corridors, encouraging cooperation among jurisdictions that share each corridor as a
resource. This latter strategy, now being considered by other
COG/MPOs, embodies the same recipe for success noted
earlier – combining clear performance objectives with flexibility in implementation among local actors.

Blueprint Planning and Megaregional Concerns
Our research in 2005 and 2006 on progress to-date in
blueprint planning in the state’s four largest metro areas
provides lessons relevant for megaregional planning and
governance (Barbour and Teitz, 2006). Perhaps our strongest observation was that COG/MPOs in larger regions
face much greater difficulty compared to the smaller ones.11
In the larger regions, organizational challenges make it
much harder to hold “one regional conversation” – an essential blueprint goal. In those regions, the COG/MPO provides an overarching framework for coordinating land use
and transportation policy, but county-level transportation
agencies also have considerable power and resources. Institutions generally are absent at the sub-regional (county)
level capable of linking the COG and MPO functions – the
systems focus of the MPO with the participatory function
of the COG. Of course, other areas such as the Central Valley face an opposite sort of problem with multiple countylevel COG/MPOs but no overarching framework.
A basic concern is how to nest planning effectively at
different scales, which is becoming critical as metropolitan
development spills over current COG/MPO boundaries.
The problem became quite evident in the blueprint processes we studied. Even though some COG/MPOs may be
“too big” to easily facilitate the blueprint visioning and dialogue processes, even the same COG/MPOs may be “too
11	We researched blueprint planning in the San Francisco Bay, Los Angeles,
Sacramento, and San Diego areas, completing 60 key informant interviews
and a survey of city planning directors, which received a 52% response rate.
Planning directors from the two smaller regions were more familiar with
blueprint processes; over two-thirds were very familiar with the blueprint
process compared to about one-quarter in the larger regions. Respondents
from smaller areas were also more likely to consider the blueprint processes
effective and influential on local planning and development choices. However, the perceived influence of the blueprints was fairly low overall. A higher
share of cities in the smaller regions (over three-quarters) was targeted for
land use changes in the blueprints, according to the survey respondents (it
was closer to half in the larger regions). Also, over three-quarters of cities in
the smaller regions, but less than a third in the larger regions, were engaged
in blueprint implementation.
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Conclusion
What do megaregions mean for California? The concept
reflects the perception that urbanization in the state, as
elsewhere, has reached a new scale. Yet, to be socially meaningful, megaregions must reflect real underlying structures
and new forms of functional integration that generate
significant policy issues that can be resolved most effectively
at this new scale. In California, such integration is manifest
in debates such as those over global warming, air quality,
and freight transportation. These issues will overlap those
already being addressed at both higher and lower spatial
scales.
The development of appropriate regional and megaregional planning institutions is a moving target, because
it is hard to imagine any system that could respond to all
challenges. In some cases, single-purpose planning entities
may be most useful for dealing with urgent concerns (such
as goods movement) in a concerted fashion. However,
there are substantial trade-offs in designing single-function
versus multi-function agencies. Single-function agencies
have tended to become myopic, and there is great need
for effective planning integration, including for megaregional concerns. As a step toward promoting megaregional
integrated planning, the state could support cooperative
ventures among neighboring COG/MPOs to address common concerns in spillover growth areas and along shared
transportation corridors. Certain strategies appear promising for inducing planning integration; combining outcomeoriented performance objectives with flexible implementation can produce innovative strategies responsive to local as
well as wider goals.
The web of decision making in California is dense and
variegated, and the hold on power at existing levels is very
strong. The state plays an especially important role, even as
critical questions are left to local decision makers. Neither
of these realities is likely to change soon, which constrains
what might be done at the megaregional scale. Nonetheless,
the problems will not go away, and how successfully the
problems of 21st century California are resolved may well
depend on the speed and effectiveness with which megaregional reality becomes part of the decision making process.
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small” in certain critical ways. In two regional processes
we studied – those in the San Diego and San Francisco
Bay Areas – a substantial share of new housing (about 25%
and 40% respectively) needed to accommodate projected
employment growth was allowed to spill over beyond the
metro region’s boundaries. This strategy functioned as an
escape valve to overcome conflicts that arose in the planning processes – such as how to reconcile environmentalists’ desire to protect open space with localities’ resistance
to incorporating new housing. Resorting to using this
escape valve lets a COG/MPO shirk its responsibility to
plan for employment, land use, and infrastructure within a
coordinated framework. The growth planning problems are
simply pushed to outlying regions.
“Spillover” growth not addressed effectively through
the blueprints is a red flag signaling problems associated
with the lack of institutions at a megaregional scale that
link infrastructure, environmental, and land use planning.
In these cases, COG/MPO jurisdictional boundaries may
need to be revised and/or requirements for joint planning
by adjacent COG/MPOs strengthened, to reflect growth
of regions and emerging megaregional inter-connections.
Alternately, the spillover problems we encountered might
be addressed in an entirely different fashion – for example
if the state government provided more direct assistance for
the sort of development advocated in blueprints.
What should be the state government’s role in supporting blueprint planning, and especially at a megaregional scale? Blueprint planners call on the state to directly
support the processes, for example by making grants and
loans for development activity contingent on consistency
with the regional blueprint. No state program adopted so
far has followed that path. However, new state programs using bond funds passed in 2006 will provide at least indirect
support for blueprint objectives, for example, supporting
transit-oriented infill development. Other programs address single-issue megaregional concerns, including goods
movement and transportation corridor mobility. A greater
focus on system performance within a regional context,
rather than on the traditional approach for allocating
transportation funds based on geographic criteria, may help
further megaregional thinking.
Problems associated with the lack of megaregional integrated growth planning are starting to become apparent.
However, the challenges associated with integrated planning at that scale are enormous. At this time in California,
institutional changes to devolve integrated planning within
the largest metro areas to a sub-regional scale (while still
retaining an overarching metro-scale blueprint planning
framework) appear to be at least as important as changes to
enlarge the scale at which it occurs. Given that California
is still groping to develop integrated planning at the metro
scale, such institutions and arrangements at the megaregional scale may be far off. In the interim, the state could
provide greater support for cooperative ventures among
neighboring COG/MPOs to address integrated growth
concerns (housing, transportation, and environmental
issues, for example) along key connecting transportation
corridors and in spillover growth areas.
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1. Introduction
Economic globalization and postmodern urbanization in
the 21st century are prompting a new geographical entity
throughout the world—the megaregion. A megaregion
consists of two or more metropolitan areas linked with interdependent environmental systems, a multimodal transportation infrastructure, and complementary economies.
Many agree that megaregions concentrate people, jobs, and
capital and play a decisive role in the increasingly competitive global economy. Observing this trend, the Regional
Plan Association (RPA 2006) has advocated a megaregion
approach−that is, spatial development at the megaregional
level−as a useful scale for national planning. Megaregions
can enhance current metropolitan and city level planning
for economic development, infrastructure investments,
environmental protection, and rural and urban land uses.
The megaregion approach offers provocative and visionary
answers to growing problems such as congestion, development disparity, and air pollution that are facing individual
metropolitan areas or cities but are unlikely to be solved by
each individually.
The Texas Triangle is one of the ten emerging
megaregions in the continental U.S. initially identified by
the University of Pennsylvania with RPA and the Lincoln
Institute (Carbonell and Yaro 2005). It geographically
encompasses the metropolitan areas of Austin, Dallas, Fort
Worth, Houston, and San Antonio. This paper presents a
further study of the Triangle by addressing two questions:
1) Is the Texas Triangle an integrated megaregion (or will
it be) or is it only a geometric coincidence? and 2) What
are the implications for planning and policy making from
a megaregion approach to accommodate the addition of 10
million people over the next 40 plus years in the Triangle?
Of the ten U.S. megaregions, the Texas Triangle has
invited probably the most discussion. There are different
versions of defining one or more megaregions in or around
Texas, all which seem plausible.  For planning purposes,
	 Contact author:
1 University Station, B7500
School of Architecture
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712
Email: zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
Tel. 512-471-0139
	Aside from the triangle version proposed by RPA (2005), Lang and Dhavale
(2005) propose two corridor megaregions. One is the Interstate 35 Corridor
going from San Antonio, Texas to Kansas City, Missouri. The other is
Gulf Coast stemming from Brownsville, Texas to Mobile, Alabama along
the Gulf of Mexico. A version of the “Texas Hinge” extending to Mexico

regions may be defined by political, biophysical, ecological, sociocultural, or economic boundaries (Steiner 2002).
Megaregions often include several of these factors. In this
paper, we focus our discussion on the complementarities
and interconnectedness of the five Triangle metros with
historical and economic census data. The study of megaregions as networked metropolitan areas emphasizes not only
‘space of places’ (i.e. individual metro areas) but the ‘space
of flows’ such as transportation, information, and business
networks (Lang and Dhavale 2005). When answering the
second part of the question, we focus on implications for
transportation planning in the Triangle. The remainder of
the paper is divided into five parts. Part 2 briefly reviews the
historical urbanization process of the five major cities in the
Triangle and describes the origins of the functional complementarities among them. Part 3 examines the current
economic structures of the five metros as they relate to their
economic traditions. Here, a trend is evident, demonstrating increasing economic interaction and integration among
the five metros. Part 4 explores implications for transportation planning and policy making at the megaregional level
in the Texas Triangle. Part 5 identifies local transportation
challenges and responses in the Texas context. Finally, the
paper ends with observations about some implications of
the megaregion approach for Texas.

2. U
 rbanization Histories of the Major
Texas Triangle Cities
The Texas Triangle has three sides measuring 271, 198, and
241 miles in ground distance (Figure 1). These distances are
quite far to navigate even with modern ground transportation and even in the Texas sense of “bigness.” About 130
years ago, passenger and freight trains connected the major
Triangle cities with each other. It was the train connection
that boosted the initial growth of the settlements. According to Barry Popik (2007), a New York City etymologist,
the term “Texas Triangle” appeared as early as 1936 when
the Missouri Pacific (MoPac) Railroad announced its new
overnight services from St. Louis and Memphis to link
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Austin, and San Antonio.
MoPac was one of the first railroads in the United States
west of the Mississippi River. It operated passenger train
services in the southwest in the early years of the 20th
century. “The Texas Triangle” was one section of MoPac’s
premier name services, the “Sunshine Special” service.
Today, the Texas Triangle train service no longer
operates. Three interstate highways, I-35, I-45, and I-10
have assumed the role of providing inter-city connections
and delineating the Triangle as shown in Figure 1. To the
general public, the term “Texas Triangle” is now probably
better known as the tough road trip facing NBA teams
against the Dallas Mavericks, the Houston Rockets, and
the San Antonio Spurs. Are the Triangle cities economic
rivals like their home NBA teams, or do they function as
complements? The following is a brief presentation of the
functional histories of these cities.

also emerged during the 2006 Megaregion Workshop in Madrid, Spain.
Meanwhile, Bright (2007) questions the very existence of the Texas Triangle
megaregion.
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Figure 1. The Texas Triangle Delineated by the
Interstate Highway Networks

Figure 2. San Antonio/Bexar in 1836 (top)
and the River Walk in 2007 (bottom)
(Source: Nelson 2007)

San Antonio

The City of San Antonio (2000 city population 1,144,646;
2004 metropolitan population 1,889,797) is located
in south central Texas. Spanish explorers founded San
Antonio in 1718 as a supply depot for the missions in east
Texas and Louisiana. In 1731, San Antonio gained the
distinction of being Texas’ first municipality, established by
San Fernando de Bexar. The Mexican Revolution in 1812
marked the start of a very unstable political period for the
San Antonio region. By 1846, San Antonio’s population
had dwindled to 800 people. However, after the state of
Texas joined the Union, San Antonio emerged as a distribution hub for western migration. It increased in population
to 3,488 by 1850. By 1860 San Antonio had become the
largest city in Texas and it held this title until the early 20th
century. The formation of the Galveston, Harrisburg, and
the San Antonio Rail System contributed significantly to
San Antonio’s prosperity at the time. Nevertheless, by 1930,
Houston and Dallas had surpassed San Antonio in size.
During World War I, Fort Sam Houston became the
largest military base in the United States. The military
influence drastically changed San Antonio’s economic
landscape. The once agricultural distribution center of the
West was transformed into America’s training ground for
its soldiers. During World War II, over a third of the total
population of the city was comprised of military personnel.
The population of the city actually doubled during World
War II. San Antonio’s dependency on the military as the
main source of employment and chief economic driver
characterized the region’s social and economic climate.
Being one of the oldest cities in Texas, San Antonio has
more recently become one of the top tourist destinations in
the United States. The tourist attractions include the River
Walk, the Alamo and other Spanish missions, and numerous golf courses.
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The City of Houston (2000 city population 1,953,631;
2004 metropolitan population 5,280,077) is located in
southeastern Texas. The Allen brothers, Augustus Chapman Allen and John Kirby Allen, founded the Town of
Houston on the Gulf coastal plain in 1836 and named the
town after General Sam Houston. The Texas Congress
designated Houston briefly as the capital of the Republic of
Texas and incorporated the city on June 5, 1837. The accessibility of water transportation offered Houston strategic
advantages. Before the Civil War, Houston was the most
interior point with access to the Gulf of Mexico by water.
Small river steamships operating on the Buffalo Bayou connected the oceangoing ships in Galveston with oxen-drawn
wagons in the hinterland. At the turn of the 20th century,
Houston’s population reached 44,683.
Figure 3. Houston, Texas in 1873 (top)
and 2006 (bottom)
Source: Amon Carter Museum, 2007 (top) and the
authors (bottom)

Major efforts began after the Civil War to dredge a
better ship channel. In 1914 the Houston Ship Channel
opened, making Houston a deepwater port, later to be
ranked the second largest in the U.S. By then, Houston
had become a large commercial power, ranking first among
Texas cities in terms of volumes of commerce and industry. Shipping was a staple industry in the local economy,
especially during World War II. Houston’s economy had
changed dramatically since the discovery of oil at Spindletop. To ensure a safe distance from Gulf storms, oil companies built their refineries along the Houston Ship Channel.
After the war, Houston utilized its natural supplies of salt,
sulfur, and natural gas to develop one of the two largest
petrochemical concentrations in the United States. With
this industry in place, Houston had become a world energy
capital by 1970. Today, the Houston economy is still largely
based on oil and gas-related industries, though the economy
is rapidly expanding from its energy base.
Austin

The City of Austin (2000 population 656,562; 2004 metropolitan population 1,452,529) is located in east central
Texas, where it straddles the Colorado River at the interface
of the Edwards Plateau to the west and the fertile Blackland
Prairie to the east. On a site used as a camp for Indian hunting parties, a group of Americans established the village
of Waterloo which became Austin in 1839 and the capital
of the New Republic of Texas. Austin’s first mayor, Edwin
Waller, proposed a grid system for streets on the north bank
of the Colorado River. This grid is aligned on a northeast
tending ridge between two creek valleys. That structure remains largely intact in the city’s downtown. To the north of
downtown, the grid shifts to a true north-south structure.
Outside this core, streets ramble more organically across
rolling hills and around water systems.
After Texas became part of the United States in 1845,
Austin became the permanent state capital. St. Edward’s
University was founded by Rev. Edward Sorin of the
congregation of Holy Cross in 1878 and The University of
Texas at Austin followed in 1882. Until the early 1970s,
the city’s economy was dominated by state government and
higher education.
Beginning in the late 19th century, a series of seven
dams was constructed on the Colorado River for water
supply, flood control, and hydroelectric power. As a result,
manufacturing expanded, the university expanded in size,
and the seeds for the computer technology industry were
planted. Since the 1970s, the city has become an important
center for computer technology (such as Texas Instruments,
Dell, IBM, Motorola, Samsung, and AMD) and music
(such as Willie Nelson and the Dixie Chicks) and, to some
extent, film (such as Robert Rodriguez and Burnt Orange
Productions).
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Barton Springs provides a popular year-round swimming pool with its constant temperature (68 degrees F.) and
prolific discharge (32 million gals./day). Its popularity laid
the groundwork for a strong local environmental movement
affecting city politics and its local, as well as national, identity. The Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center and other
conservation organizations contribute to this “environmental” orientation. Meanwhile, the large academic, high-tech,
and student populations contribute both to continued technological innovation and a robust live music scene. Austin
is also rapidly becoming a national leader in sustainable,
“green” building, energy systems, and other infrastructure.
Figure 4. Austin in 1887 (top) and its Built Area and
the Environment (Bottom)
Source: Amon Carter Museum, 2007 (top) and the
authors (bottom)

Dallas

The City of Dallas (2000 city population 1,188,580; 2004
metropolitan population 3,893,123) is located along the
Trinity River in northeast Texas. John Neely Bryant was
the first American explorer settling in the Dallas area in
1841. Rich soil and ample water made the area an ideal
place to settle. Initially a trading post by the Trinity River,
Dallas as a county was officially formed on March 30, 1846,
by order of the Texas State Legislature. Soon its role as an
inland transportation hub was established when two Texas
highways converged there. Providing services in dry goods
and groceries stores, shoe and boot shops, and drugstores,
Dallas reached a population of about 800 by 1860.
Growing as a major rail center in the late 19th century,
the city now covers 385 square miles. Dallas plays a leading
role in the petroleum industry, telecommunications, computer technology, banking, and transportation. Companies
headquartered in the Dallas metropolitan area include:
Exxon Mobil, 7-Eleven, Blockbuster, Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Southwest Airlines, Comp USA, Texas Instruments, and
Zales jewelry.
Fort Worth

Fort Worth (2000 city population 534,694; 2004 metropolitan population 1,926,352) is located along the Trinity
River, 32 miles west of Dallas. At the end of the MexicanAmerican War in 1849, Major Ripley S. Arnold founded
Camp Worth at the Clear Fork and West Fork of the
Trinity River. The camp was officially named Fort Worth
in honor of General William Jenkins Worth, a hero of the
Mexican War. At war’s end, the fort was relocated further
west and, settlers took the initial fort area and built department stores, a general store, a hotel, a doctor’s office, and a
flour mill. Fort Worth also served as the western terminus
on the way to California for overland mail service and a
stagecoach line. Fort Worth, like Dallas, benefited from the
natural resources the area had to offer. However the Civil
War caused shortages in money, food, and water supply.
Dallas/Fort Worth did not experience a strong growth
until the arrival of rail connections in the late 1870s.
Evolving from its origins as a cattle drive terminus,
Fort Worth retains its western character. The Stockyards
Historic District, for example, preserves and recreates
vestiges of the Chisholm Trail and the Texas & Pacific
Railway. The city also houses three major art museums: the
Modern (designed by Tadao Ando), the Kimball (designed
by Louis Kahn), and the Amon Carter (designed by Philip
Johnson).
In summary, both Dallas and Houston started as
distribution centers due to their transportation advantages,
with Dallas as a land transportation hub in the inland and
Houston as a water transportation hub on the coast. San
Antonio and Fort Worth started as military posts, whereas
Austin was created in a strategic place as a political-institutional establishment. There were some overlapping functions among them, especially in recent decades. Nevertheless, in the early days, their geographical separations made
their relations more like isolated economic entities than
competitors or co-producers.
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3. Economic Structure of the Triangle Cities
In contemporary times, the Triangle cities continue to
perform their traditional functions while new economic
activities and services are produced and expanded. Through
economic base analysis, we are able to gain a quick understanding of the current economic structure and industrial
composition of the metro areas. Robert W. Gilmer, Vice
President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas performed
the following analyses with data from the US Economic
Census. Table 1 reports the Location Quotient (LQ)
values he calculated for the export industries for each of the
four major metro areas in the Texas Triangle and for the
Triangle as a whole (the five metro areas combined). An LQ
is calculated as the ratio of an industry’s share in the local
economy (e.g., a metro area) over that industry’s share in
the national economy (or any reference economy in which
the local economy resides). As a simple analytical tool, LQ
allows us to quickly identify locally specialized industries,
i.e., the export industries. Local economic growth, as the
economic base theory suggests, is driven mainly by the
expansion of export industries. The larger the LQ is for an
industrial sector, the more specialized the local economy is
in that sector in comparison with other metro areas in the
country.
Evident from the LQs in Table 1, the Triangle metros
continue to play the strategic roles they have played in the
past. For instance, Austin remains the place where state
government jobs concentrate, whereas San Antonio still
presents its strength in federal civilian and military sectors.
San Antonio has a large tourist industry, which is shown
in a number of retail and services industries. Dallas/Fort
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Figure 5. Fort Worth in 1894 (left)
and Dallas in 1893 (right)
Source: University of Texas at Austin Library 2007

Worth’s role as a distribution center is represented by its export industries in such sectors as trucking and warehousing,
wholesale trade, air transportation, and transportation services. Houston’s expected strength in resource production
shows up in transportation (air, water, pipeline, and related
services) and especially in oil and oil-related industries (oil
and gas extraction, petroleum and coal products, chemicals
and allied products).
The LQs reported in Table 1 suggest the existence
of head-to-head competition in several industrial sectors
among the Triangle metros. For example, Austin and Dallas/Fort Worth compete in high-tech industries, specifically, in the sectors of communications and electronic and
electrical equipment. Dallas/Fort Worth, Houston, and
San Antonio all have a focus on oil and gas extraction.
Competition is apparent in air transportation between
Dallas/Fort Worth and Houston (or between American
Airlines, Continental and Southwest Airlines). Houston
and San Antonio overlap in heavy construction as well as
transportation services. Between Austin and Houston,
some evidence of competition appears in the industrial
machinery and equipment sector.
Additional statistical analyses of the LQs done by
Gilmer (2004a, 2004b) show that, despite competition in
some sectors, the Triangle metros are highly complementary to each other in their economic roles. Specifically, he
examined the export industries in the Texas Triangle with
the four metros combined (Table 1) and studied change
in variance among LQs in the Triangle. When the four
metros are combined, the export industries reduces to 16
LQs, compared to 54 when LQs are reported for the metros
separately. The variance of LQs also decreases. The decrease
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in the number of export industries and in the LQ variance indicate that many of the export industries serve the
metros within the Triangle and they support each other in
performing economic functions.
The above studies on the history and economic structures of the Texas Triangle metro cities remain focused on
what is called the ‘space of places’ (Lang and Dhavale 2005)
because these cities have been analyzed as discrete entities.
In this sense, integrated regions form on the dimension of
‘space of flows’ (Castells 1996 in Lang and Dhavale 2005).
The characterization and assessment of the Triangle as
an integrated region will require considerable additional
research and has been challenged by Bright (2007). As a
first-cut, however, we examined economic integration and

interaction among the Triangle cities by obtaining and analyzing a dataset on county-to-county goods movements in
Texas. We then mapped truck flows for selected commodities available in the dataset (Figure 6).
On each map, the width of a line linking any two
counties indicates the proportion of goods moving between
the two counties in the state-wide total of flows for specific
types of goods (for effective viewing, the goods flows in very
small volumes are suppressed.) Although truck-transported
goods movement does not represent all economic activities in the region, the maps in Figure 6 suggest the relative
strength and nature of economic interactions among
locations in the Triangle. For example, the flow map clearly
shows the central distributional role of Houston for Chemi-

Table 1. Location Quotients of Selected Export Industries in the Texas Triangle Metro Areas
Austin

Dallas/
Fort Worth

Houston

San Antonio

Texas
Triangle

Federal civilian

-

-

-

1.84

-

Military

-

-

-

4.7

-

State government

2.27

-

-

-

-

Local government

-

-

-

1.16

-

Auto dealers and service stations

-

-

-

1.28

-

Auto repair, services and parking

-

-

-

1.19

-

1.47

1.35

-

1.17

Business services

-

-

-

1.21

1.17

1.82

1.96

1.41

Depository and non-depository institutions

-

1.16

-

-

Eating and drinking places

-

-

-

1.35

-

Electric, gas and sanitary services

-

-

3.69

3.13

2.15

Chemicals and allied products
Communications

2.43

3.32

2.47

-

-

1.54

Engineering and management services

-

-

1.40

-

1.2

Food stores

-

-

-

1.29

-

General building contractors

-

-

-

1.16

-

General merchandise stores

-

-

-

1.19

-

Heavy construction

-

-

3.03

1.18

1.73

2.1

1.72

1.54

-

-

-

-

2.35

-

Electronic and other electrical equipment

Holding and other investment offices

-

1.16

Home furniture and furnishings stores

-

1.38

3.69

-

Insurance

-

1.16

Legal services

-

-

1.34

-

Miscellaneous manufacturing

-

-

-

1.18

-

Miscellaneous repair services

-

1.37

1.58

-

1.19

Miscellaneous retail

-

-

-

1.18

-

Oil and gas extraction

-

4.82

13.81

1.3

7.49

Petroleum and coal products

-

-

4.97

-

2.22

Pipelines, except natural gas

-

-

6.78

-

-

Private households

-

-

-

1.28

-

Real estate

-

1.54

1.27

-

1.31

Transportation by air

-

2.49

1.4

-

1.71

Transportation services

-

2.12

3.32

2.85

2.52

Trucking and warehousing

-

1.17

-

-

-

Water transportation

-

-

3.38

-

1.32

2.08

1.47

-

-

1.31

Industrial machinery and equipment

Wholesale trade

(Source: Adopted from Gilmer 2004a, 2004b)

1.26
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Figure 7. Top 30 U.S. Internet Routes, 2002
Source: TeleGeography, Inc. 2003

Table 2: Daily Flights Provided by Southwest Airlines
City Pair

Flights per day

Dallas - Houston

29

Dallas - Austin

13

Dallas - San Antonio

15

Houston - Austin

8

Houston - San Antonio

10

Source: Southwest Airlines 2006

Air transportation links and Internet bandwidth
represent the new elements of regional infrastructure in the
information era for inter-metro and international exchanges of people and for transporting information, knowledge,
and communications (Moss and Townsend 2000). Table 2
above shows daily flights among the Triangle cities served
solely by Southwest Airlines. Between Dallas and Houston,
for example, flights depart every 30 minutes. American
Airlines and Continental Airlines also offer multiple connecting flights throughout the region. Figure 7 illustrates
the top 30 U.S. Internet routes ranked by aggregate bandwidth. Although Austin and San Antonio did not make the
top 30, the high Internet capacity connecting Dallas/Fort
Worth and Houston indicates a strong business tie between
them.
Conclusions we can draw from the mapping analyses
are twofold. First, we can conclude that the Triangle metros
are closely tied together in performing their specialized
economic functions. Second, competitions in some sectors
do exist among the metros. There are obvious strategic
opportunities that can arise from the development of
economic strategies to foster coordinative competition. To
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cals/Petroleum products. Although the LQ-based analysis
presented earlier shows competition between Dallas/Fort
Worth and Houston in this economic sector, the stronger
flow line in the map suggests a much stronger tie between
the two metros than between Houston (Harris County)
and other counties in the state. In fact, the two metros specialize in different sub-sectors in the Chemicals/Petroleum
production and services sector. (The LQ-based analyses presented above were performed at the 2-digit industrial classification level. Further analyses at 3- or 4-digit level would
reveal more detailed information on each metro’s specialization in the sector.) The flow maps for Food, Building
Materials, and Wood products reinforce this observation
of economic interactions between the Dallas/Fort Worth
and Houston metros. Dallas/Fort Worth’s distribution role
is vividly shown on the map for Machinery products. Both
Austin and Houston are also specialized in the Machinery
sector (see LQ analysis above). On this map, they both show
a strong connection with Dallas/Fort Worth. Yet there is
also a noticeable interaction between the two of them.
The map that most clearly defines the Texas Triangle
as an interconnected megaregion is the one for Miscellaneous products (including mixed freight, waste, and scrap).
It illustrates economic interconnectedness among the four
Triangle metros and the distributional roles of the Dallas/
Fort Worth and Houston economies.
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Figure 6: County-to-County Goods Flows in Texas

Food

Building Materials

Wood Products

Machinery

29

Raw Materials

Textile

Miscellaneous
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Chemicals/Petrolium
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do so, treating the Texas Triangle as a single region is necessary. Understanding these relationships and their underlying phenomena is an essential step in formulating a more
sustainable future.
The urbanized settlements and transportation networks (or economic functions and flows) described above
can be interpreted respectively as the point and the line (or
link) elements of a region. They form the frame, but not the
entirety, of the Triangle as a geographical entity. Adding
the area element would complete the regional characterization. The area element consists of the eco-environmental
systems.
Figure 8 (below) illustrates the locations of major
metros and the encompassing eco-regions, as defined by the
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA, 2002). The
metros of Dallas, Austin and San Antonio are located in
and along the edge of the Blackland Prairie and Edwards
Plateau. Houston and other parts of the Gulf Coast lie in
other eco-regions. These eco-regions are generally perpendicular to the Gulf coast margin and to the major watersheds and river corridors as they extend to the coast (Figure
8, below).
The Blackland Prairie eco-region is a highly fertile and
agriculturally productive province, comprised of fine textured clay soils and only small remnants of a formerly- extensive natural prairie. There is still a considerable portion
of agricultural land, although urban and industrial growth
and development is a persistent challenge to the preservation of the region’s intrinsic resources.

Figure 8. US EPA Defined Level 3 Ecoregions (left)
and Regional System of Watershed in the
Megaregion (right)

The Edwards Plateau eco-region is located south and
west of Austin and San Antonio, characterized by a hilly
limestone terrain that is dissected by many spring-fed
streams of tremendous ecological and recreational/aesthetic
value. The Balcones Fault Zone and escarpment provides a
sharp delineation of the Plateau eco-region from the prairielands to the east. The native vegetative cover is diverse
and largely evergreen, with juniper and live oak. Most of
the region is used for livestock and wildlife management,
including hunting.
Together these resources and their associated amenities provide critical support to the economic stability of the
metro areas. Water supplies are developed in the upstream
regions--immediately west and north of the metros.
Agricultural, mining, and other resource-based industries
provide a base for many dozens of smaller communities
located in between the metros. Increasingly, with improved
transportation and telecommunication infrastructure,
the interstitial zones between the metros are encountering
intensive growth and development pressures.
The Houston metro and associated communities closer
to the Gulf Coast are situated in the Gulf Coastal Plain
eco-region. The terrain is very flat and covered mainly in
grassland, with forest or savannah-type vegetation in areas
further inland. A very large proportion of the eco-region is
cropland. Urbanization and industrial development are the
primary agents of change in land cover in this region. The
Houston metro’s population, for example, is expected to
grow beyond 8 million in the next 25 years.
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4. Implications for Planning and Policy
Making with the Megaregion Approach
The Texas Triangle Megaregion includes 66 counties with
an area of 57,430 square miles and a total population of
nearly 15 million in the year 2000. As its history suggests,
the region is expected to grow by an additional 10 million
people over the next 40 plus years. How can the region prepare to accommodate the expected growth? In this section,
we explore answers to the question from the transportation
planning perspective. History has shown that choices in
transportation technologies (highway, rail, water, and air)
and decisions on the locations and alignments of transportation infrastructure strongly influence the direction and
magnitude of metropolitan expansions. Different forms of

metropolitan expansions have profound implications in demands for land, water, energy, and other natural resources,
which, in turn, effects the region’s sustainability and quality of life for generations to come.
A megaregional approach for transportation planning
in the Texas Triangle means that intercity travel between
Dallas/Fort Worth, Houston, and Austin/San Antonio becomes an intra-region movement. Currently, Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) are responsible for transportation demand forecasting and planning for individual
metropolitan areas. The scope of MPO’s work typically
does not go beyond their designated areas. While individual MPOs provide rather detailed pictures of their areas,
forces of growth from the interactions among metropolitan
areas and between the metro areas and their hinterlands
are not often accounted for. A megaregional transportation
plan should, therefore, integrate individual metropolitan
transportation plans with consideration of inter-city people
and goods movements. A new MPO – a Megaregion Planning Organization – may be necessary to coordinate the
efforts of the MPOs and other entities in the megaregion
(Lang and Dhavale 2005, p. 26). Such large-scale planning

Table 3. Vital Statistics of the Texas Triangle Region
Triangle (66 Cnty)

4 Core CMSAs

Texas State

USA

Area (sq.mi.)

57,430

25,035

268,580

3,794,083

Pop. (1000s)

14,660

12,734

20,852

281,422

605,458*

722,832

9,749,104

0.66%

7.08%

100%

4.52%

7.41%

100%

6.21%*

7.41%

100%

GDP ($million)
Percent of US Total
Area

1.51%

Pop.

5.21%

GDP

Figure 9. The Texas Triangle Megaregion
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The combination of the above described areas, flows,
and eco-zones lead us to portray the Texas Triangle as
shown in Figure 9. It includes 66 counties encompassing
57,430 square miles with a total population of nearly 15
million (Figure 9 and Table 3).
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has the potential to concentrate transportation and growth
corridors away from environmentally sensitive areas, like
the Edwards Plateau, and avoid productive farmlands, like
the Blackland Prairie.
A megaregion approach also calls for new ideas, methods, and tools for planning beyond the current toolbox of
MPOs. For instance, given the geographical scale of the
megaregion, travel options to be considered should include
air, high-speed rail (HSR) and telecommunications, along
with the conventional list of non-motorized modes such
as cars, buses, metro, and light rail transit. The concept of
commuting, which has been used by the federal Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) to define metropolitan,
also needs to be reinvented (detailed below).
In this study, we explore ways to understand the
unconventional nature of future transportation demands
in the Triangle region through two exercises. One exercise
takes a normative view, whereas the other involves heuristic
modeling. Conclusions from the two exercises converge
with respect to recommending supply strategies to meet
future travel demands in the Texas Triangle.
Understanding Future Transportation Demand in the
Texas Triangle: A Normative View

The megaregion concept emerges in part out of the concern that the concept of the metropolitan area no longer
adequately explains the economic and social interactions
taking place in the spatial scope beyond the boundaries of
individual metropolitan areas. In many cases such interactions even cross state or national boundaries. Hence the
megaregion concept should extend from the metropolitan
area, just like the extension from city to metropolitan area
in the 1960s (Lang and Dhavale 2005; RPA 2006). This
conceptual extension is based on the same principle as that
used by OMB to define metropolitan area: “a high degree of
economic and social integration.” Commuting is considered
as a key indicator of regional cohesion. In delineating the
metropolitan area, OMB applies a commuting rule (along
with other considerations). If 15 percent of a county’s labor
force commutes daily to work in a central nucleus, the
county is included as part of the metropolitan area.
There have been suggestions that, with a spatial scale
as large as the megaregion, commuting is no longer a valid
indicator of regional integration (RPA 1967 in Lang and
Dhavale 2005). We adhere to this indicator in our study
based on the consideration that commuting behavior and
the commuting concept have changed in the past four
decades and will likely change in the four decades to come.
For example, telecommuting has become a recognized
mode of (virtual) travel. Although total substitution of
telecommuting for physical travel is unlikely, partial substitution (e.g., a 1-3 day work week), is increasingly popular
(Collanters and Mokhtarian, 2003). However, people tend
to reallocate time saved from telecommuting for other
travel rather than staying home, enabling them to travel to
farther locations for larger homes or for better job opportunities. If a worker travels 1-3 days a week, his/her travel
time budget would increase by 20-60% for the remaining
travel days, assuming a fixed weekly travel time allocation.
Anecdotal evidence from the Texas Triangle indicates that
a growing number of people live in Austin but work in
Houston, through a combination of telecommunicating
and physical commuting. There are numerous examples

of closer commuting within the Triangle between smaller
cities once thought as relatively far away and central cities,
such as Waco to Austin and Bryan/College Station to
Houston and vice versa.
OMB’s method for delineating a region indicates a
performance standard for megaregional transportation: job
destinations in the region should be within the reach of a
daily commute for its workers. In other words, the transportation system in the Triangle should provide sufficient
mobility and access for the Triangle workers to work in the
daytime in one place and return home in the evening to
another place that may or may not be in the same city.
The distances between the major Triangle metros
range from 198 miles between Houston and San Antonio,
to 241 miles between Houston and Dallas/Fort Worth,
and 271 miles between Dallas/Fort Worth and San Antonio. Assuming an average driving speed of 55 miles per
hour, it takes 3 to 5 hours each way to drive between these
cities. Apparently, daily commutes within the Triangle
megaregion are not feasible by the current dominant form
of travel, the automobile—especially with growing congestion on the interstate highways.
The above discussion indicates that for passenger
movement, travel modes in high speed are necessary for
commuting among the Triangle cities. This may include
telecommuting, high speed rail, air, and/or combinations
of these modes. Airplanes typically have a cruise speed of
around 500 miles per hour. For the distances among the
Triangle cities, the average air travel speed declines to 250300 miles per hour when travel times to/from the airport
are taken into consideration. Still, this speed makes the
Triangle cities reachable by air in the typical daily travel
time budget of 1.0-1.5 hours (Mokhtarian and Chen 2004).
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, the airlines are already
offering frequent flights among the Triangle cities. Airport
congestion and air space control will prevent the air shuttle
services from major growth among the Triangle cities.
Hence, HSR must play a key role in mobility provision in
the Triangle region.
For illustrative purposes, Table 4 shows travel
distances and times by HSR among the Triangle cities,
assuming an average HSR speed of 220 miles per hour.
(In Shanghai, China, the MagLev train runs 260 miles
per hour at a cruise speed.) Coupled with telecommuting,
HSR would enable a worker to commute between any pair
of cities in the Triangle within an acceptable daily commuting time. Imagine a future where a person can live in
Austin and commute to work on a daily basis to Dallas or
Houston. When the entire Triangle is within the reach of a
daily commute, it then becomes an integrated megaregion
meaningful to individual households and firms. To households, accessibility to jobs, housing, and services would thus
expand from individual metropolitan areas to the entire
Triangle. Firms would also enjoy the benefit of increased
agglomeration economies at the megaregion scale.
Understanding Future Transportation Demand in the
Texas Triangle: A Heuristic View

This part of our analysis models future travel demand in
the Texas Triangle. It applies an aggregate model developed
by Schafer and Victor (2000) who studied world mobility
demand in terms of total amount of travel and shares of
different travel modes.
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mobility demand in terms of person miles of travel (PMT)
and demand by four different travel modes: Car, bus transit,
rail transit, and high-speed modes (high-speed rail or air)
for the Triangle.
Table 5 and 6 report the results. Evidently, the shares
for the three slower modes will decline. However, the total
travel in each mode will increase. The total travel in 2050 by
bus and auto modes nearly doubles from the figure in year
2000. For travel at high speeds, it is an enormous amount
that must be accommodated by 2050. Airlines are already
currently providing frequent flights in the Triangle area
(see Table 2 above). Airport and airspace congestion will
constrain major expansions of air transportation services
in the Triangle. Implications of these results reinforce what
is presented in the previous section: planning for megaregional transportation should seriously consider high-speed
travel in the form of HSR in order to accommodate the
future mobility demand in the Triangle region.

Table 4. Travel Distances (miles; above the diagonal) and Times
(minutes; below the diagonal) among the Texas Triangle Cities
Austin

Houston

Dallas/
Fort Worth

167

Austin
Houston

46

Dallas/Fort Worth

52

66

San Antonio

21

54

San Antonio

192

77

241

198
271

74

Table 5. Mobility Projection in the Texas Triangle and in the US (passenger km)
Per Capita
Year

North America

1

Total Mobility in Texas
Triangle (millions of miles)

Texas Triangle

1990

22,078 (actual)2

2000

27,353 (actual)2

26,326 (estimated)

N/A

N/A

2020

40,432

42,022

843,345

2050

58,149

66,616

2,035,382

385,935 (estimated)

1. Source: Schafer and Victor 2000)
2. Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2006

Table 6: Projected Mode Shares and Total Travel by Mode for the Texas Triangle
Year
2000

2020

Rail

Bus

Auto

High-Speed

Total (millions pkm)

2,181

11,481

255,877

116,396

Per Capita (pkm)

148.8

783.2

17,454

7,940

Share

0.6%

2.9%

66.3%

30.2%

Total (millions pkm)

2,471

15,595

343,871

481,408

13.4

35.8

34.4

313.6

123.1

777.0

17,134

23,986

% Increase in Total from 2000
Per Capita (pkm)

2050

% Change per Capita from 2000

-17.3

-0.8

-1.8

202.1

Share

0.3%

1.8%

40.8%

57.1%

Total (millions pkm)

3,095

21,636

465,812

1,544,838

% Increase in Total from 2000
Per Capita (pkm)

41.9

88.5

82.0

1,227.2

101.3

708.2

15,248

50,568

% Change per Capita from 2000

-31.9

-9.6

-12.6

536.9

Share

0.2%

10.6%

22.9%

75.9%
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The model is based on three behavioral characteristics
of human travel. The first is income-mobility correlation:
As income grows, demand for more and faster mobility increases (Ingram and Liu 1999). The second is travel
time regularity, namely, the Constant Travel Time Budget
(Mokhtarian and Chen 2004). Worldwide observations
have shown that, on average, individuals allocate 1.0-1.5
hours per capita per day for travel. The third is travel spending regularity, namely, the Constant Travel Money Budget:
People allocate 10-15% of per capita personal income for
transportation related expenses.
With a steady travel money budget, a relationship
between income and the amount of travel can be estimated.
Based on the state economic and population projections
for the Triangle region (TXSDC 2006), we projected total
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5. Implementing a Megaregion Approach:
Local Challenges and Actions
Differing from most other megaregions that cross state or
even national borders, the Texas Triangle megaregion falls
within the boundaries of Texas. This should offer institutional advantages in formulating and implementing policy
strategies to foster megaregion transportation planning.
Anticipating future growth in passenger and freight travel
demand, Texas has developed a supercorridor plan, “the
Trans-Texas Corridor” (TTC). Each route in the TTC
network includes four elements: 1) separate toll lanes for
passenger vehicles and large trucks, 2) freight railways, 3)
high-speed commuter railways, and 4) infrastructure for
utilities including water lines, oil and gas pipelines, and
transmission lines for electricity, broadband, and other telecommunications services (TTC 2007). Two initial TTC
corridors are considered. One runs in parallel to I-35 from
Gainesville to Laredo, passing Dallas, Austin, and San Antonio. The other extends I-69 from Texarkana to Houston
and then to either Laredo or the Rio Grande Valley. TTC
however has met with strong political resistance mainly due
to the high costs for construction. In addition, the TTC’s
1,200 feet wide right-of-way will require in total about
9,000 square miles of land to be purchased or acquired
through eminent domain. While the specific TTC plan
remains a subject of debate, the TTC effort does indicate
an opportunity to develop a multi-modal transportation
infrastructure for the Texas Triangle megaregion.
Nevertheless, transportation planning faces several
challenges in Texas. First, transportation planning is not
coordinated with land-use planning. Second, counties have
practically no planning authority, which exacerbates the
ability of county leaders to address growth problems. Third,
as the state grows and roadways become more congested,
there are not enough public funds to pay for new roads. As a
result, state policy makers and transportation planners have
turned to toll roads, which face growing opposition from
the public. Fourth, although Dallas, Houston, and Austin
have begun metropolitan rail systems, there is no intercity
rail network among the major Texas Triangle cities.
Envision Central Texas has made some progress to
address the first two challenges. Envision Central Texas
began in 2001 as a five-county, non-governmental planning process (www.envisioncentraltexas.com) in the Austin
metropolitan region. A vision for the region was published
in 2004 and implementation of that vision continues today.
Transportation and land-use integration became a major
focus of those implementation efforts. The vision helped
contribute to a successful regional rail election in 2004,
which passed with 62.2 percent of the vote. This initiative
will create a 32-mile commuter rail service connecting
downtown Austin with the northwest suburb of Leander.
The rail line will have nine stops and will open in 2008. The
growing city of Leander is located at the terminus of this
first commuter rail line. Leander city officials redid their
downtown plan as a result, essentially creating a transit-oriented development (TOD) center.
Meanwhile, Envision Central Texas continued to
sponsor workshops on topics like TODs and continued
to bring local leaders together to discuss more effective
transportation and land-use integration. An especially challenging project was under construction as Envision Central
Texas pursued implementation: State Highway 130 (part of

the proposed private Trans Texas Highway). This 91-mile
toll road crosses the eastern part of the Austin metropolitan
region and was designed to help release congestion on the
increasingly gridlocked Interstate 35 which runs north
from the Mexican border through San Antonio, Austin,
Waco, Dallas, Fort Worth, and beyond. State Highway
130 (SH 130) will enable motorists to circumvent traffic in
central Austin.
The small towns and counties in SH 130’s path are
ill equipped for the land-use problems resulting from the
new toll road. Meanwhile, Texas cities possess quite liberal
annexation and extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) authority. However, the SH 130 construction presents fiscal
challenges to the City of Austin to annex corridor land
in its ETJ zone. Envision Central Texas helped organize
elected officials and planners from the affected jurisdictions along the SH 130 corridor. These individuals shared
their concerns and efforts, which led to an agreement to
coordinate their planning. They also identified the need for
improved state law to enable better planning. As a result, on
March 9, 2007, legislation was introduced to amend state
law that would benefit smaller towns, counties, and the city
of Austin as follows:
Addressing the Needs of Small Cities

The proposed legislation would:
• A
 llow municipalities to seek limited purpose annexation if any of their incorporated territory is located
within 15 miles of SH 130 and of Austin.
• A
 llow municipalities to maintain that authority even
if the Texas Department of Transportation transfers
ownership or operation of the road.
Addressing the Needs of Counties

The proposed legislation would:
• A
 llow county zoning power exclusively in an area
that is within 15 miles of SH 130 and of Austin. The
proposed bill would have no effect outside Travis and
Williamson Counties, nor could it pass over Austin’s
city limits to affect growth in areas of Travis County
not located near SH 130.
• Limit those county zoning powers to cover:
▷ The height, number of stories, or size of buildings
▷ The percentage of a lot that may be occupied
▷ The size of yards and other spaces
▷ Population density
▷ Th
 e location and use of buildings and land for commercial, industrial, residential, or other purposes
▷ Building construction standards
• P
 ermit an impact fee within the 15-mile zone unless
cities are already imposing an impact fee.
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• R
 equire that tax-supported bonds to pay for infrastructure be approved by voters within the district.

6. Concluding Remarks

The proposed legislation would:
• C
 reate an infrastructure district within five miles of
SH 130 and within Austin’s ETJ zone.
• G
 ive the city limited purpose annexation authority
over the infrastructure district, including land-use
powers and tools that maximize development potential.
• R
 equire the city to assume the district’s debts upon
annexation.
• A
 llow the district to collect sales and property taxes
to pay for utilities and infrastructure within the district. Either tax rate can be lower—but neither can be
higher—than the corresponding tax rates within the
city.

• S tipulate that the Austin City Council serve as the
district’s board of directors.
• R
 equire public notice and at least two public hearings
on the creation of the district.
• D
 issolve any part of the district that is annexed into
the city.
• Not give eminent domain power to the district.
• C
 reate a process through which landowners in the district, the city of Austin, and other stakeholders jointly
discuss how to implement this tool.
Improved planning and growth management legislation has been opposed in the Texas legislature in past,
primarily by rural county representatives, and the 2007
efforts were not successful. However, there are changes
that provide hope. The senate sponsor of the proposed
legislation is the Democratic former mayor of Austin; the
house champion is a suburban Republican, who also chairs
the House Transportation Committee. Both have been
active in Envision Central Texas. In addition, formerly
rural counties in the Texas Triangle are quickly becoming
urban and/or suburban. As a result, they support providing
counties and smaller cities the tools to manage growth. Although the legislation was not adopted in 2007, it received
considerable support and probably will be reintroduced in
the future.
If the legislation is eventually enacted, the new powers for cities and counties would certainly help the more
effective planning of the State Highway 130 corridor. It
would also strengthen the implementation prospects of the
Envision Central Texas vision. In addition, it would lay the
groundwork for better transportation and land-use planning in other Texas Triangle metropolitan regions.
Envision Central Texas is but one regional planning
effort in the Triangle beyond more traditional MPOs and
councils of government (COGs) (see Walz 2005). Not
surprisingly, in the Houston region, business interests

In this paper, we briefly reviewed the urbanization history of the major Texas Triangle cities and examined
their current economic structures as well as the economic
interaction and integration among the five metros. From
these analyses we empirically verified RPA’s designation of
the Texas Triangle as a megaregion. The implications of a
megaregion approach for the Texas Triangle are profound
for planning and policy making in general and for developing transportation infrastructure, specifically. A critical
starting point in formulating spatial development strategies
for this megaregion is probably not the past, nor the present, but the future. We ought to have a vision for the future
first, and then connect it with the past through the present.
Some Triangle metros, such as the Central Texas (the Austin Area) and North Texas, have embarked on ambitious
visioning exercises. As should the Triangle megaregion.
Several metros have also created rail systems, including
Dallas, Houston, and Austin. However, with the exception
of Dallas/Fort Worth, intercity passenger rail systems are
absent. To fully realize its potential, the Texas Triangle cities should be connected with passenger rail systems.
Rail connection once was a major factor leading
to rapid urbanization in individual Triangle cities. The
automobile outperformed the rail for its flexibility and
door-to-door operating speed in the last century. In the
21st century when people’s demand for work, social and
entertainment activities goes beyond the geographical scope
of individual cities or metropolitan areas, the automobile
does not provide the necessary speed needed. In addition,
governments are reaching their limits to pay for new roads
and are increasingly turning to unpopular toll systems. The
time for rail has come again. It is the time to resume the
Texas Triangle train for the Triangle megaregion, but this
time with much more advanced technologies.
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• F
 orbid any taxation within the district until residents
there can vote in at least one Austin City Council
election.

dominate transportation and land-use policy as exemplified
by the 2,000-member Greater Houston Partnership. This
partnership has supported both toll roads and Houston’s
7.5 mile light-rail line from downtown to the Reliant Park
sports complex (Walz 2005).
In the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, the North Texas
Council of Governments has gone beyond tradition COGs
in its advocacy of sustainable development. The North
Texas COG joined with several other groups to launch
Vision North Texas in 2004. This new private-public
partnership was formed to increase awareness about growth
and remains in its early stages. However, it can build on the
successful and popular Dallas Area Rapid Transportation
system with 45 miles of light rail lines and 34 stations as
well as the 35-mile Trinity Railway Express linking Dallas
and Fort Worth.
As these metropolitan initiatives continue, the next
step is to link efforts among the regions within the Triangle. Together, the opportunities for transportation and
land-use reform increase. Without such reform, the future
of the Texas Triangle is bleak.

Addressing the Needs of the City of Austin:
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Introduction
The emergence of ten U.S. megaregions—increasingly contiguous spaces of high density development and population
capturing a high share of U.S. economic activity—raises
the question of appropriate scales for local, state and federal
policy and how regional planning as a practice can adapt
to an extended and, in some cases, almost continuous
economic integration over space (RPA, 2006). Notions of
cities as functional economic areas, more or less distinct
spaces that operate as independent economic units, are less
and less tenable as the basis for planning and policy making. At the same time, the megaregion phenomenon does
not necessarily imply that the scale of appropriate intervention has simply become larger. Rather, we argue that trends
in the U.S. economy mean that regional planning must be
increasingly flexible to a broad range of continuously shifting geographies.
We motivate our discussion using two related sets of
empirical findings. The first investigates trends in interregional trade in the Midwest, demonstrating the high degree
of integration among the Midwestern states and key influences on economic structural change in the region. The second documents the geography of U.S. industry value chains
(including their overlap with defined megaregions), and
particularly the high degree of variation in the clustering of
the chains and the importance of areas of varying levels of
development as locations for production within integrated
chains. Together the studies suggest that the U.S. is less a
set of distinct city-regions or metropolitan areas that are
individually growing more or less independently into one
another, than it is an extended production space that is
fragmented but highly integrated. We conclude the paper
with a discussion of the planning and policy implications of
this view.

Interregional Trade and its Impact
on Development

In many models that have been used to understand
the growth of regions, the regional economy is assumed to
be composed of an endogenous component that responds
to signals generated by exogenous demand. The latter
comprises, variously, government, exports, investment and
households; more recent model developments, such as those
embracing computable general equilibrium frameworks,
have “moved” many of the exogenous components to the
endogenous category. However, external demand in the
form of exports still plays one of the key roles in the growth
and development of the region. For the most part, attention
has been focused on the role of international exports and
little formal analysis has been conducted to examine the
role and character of interregional trade. That is surprising
in view of the fact that interregional trade is often much
larger than international trade. Between 1967 and 1993,
very little data were published on interregional trade.  As
a consequence, many models tended to be single-region in
form; external trade was estimated, in some cases with no
differentiation between international and interregional.
Further, even less attention was paid to the role of imports
and their geographical origin.
Why is all of this important? If external demand is
the main driver of a region’s economy, the locus of that
demand and the nature of the goods and services provided
will play a dominant role in growth and development. If
the portfolio of products and services provided to export
demanders are such that they could be threatened by
alternative sources, then the regional economy’s future may
be uncertain. Similarly, if the external sources of demand
are themselves experiencing difficulties (for example, their
external markets are being eclipsed), then the regional
economy will also be subject to indirect challenges to its
future economic health and prosperity. Hence, it is also
important to consider the linkages between interregional
and international trade, since a non trivial portion of interregional trade results from demands for goods and services
that originate outside the country.
The analysis that follows focuses on a subset of
the Great Lakes regional economy, namely the states of
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, which
for convenience we refer to as the Midwest. In 2002, these
five states accounted for about 20 percent of interregional
commodity trade in the U.S.; they also accounted for over
16 percent of U.S. international trade in commodities.
However, these data provide little insight into the structure
of trade in the region.

Consider a mature economy such as the one characterizing
the Great Lakes or Midwest regions of the U.S. How can
that economy be described and interpreted? What would be
the expectations for its structure and structural change over
the past two or three decades? What are the prospects for
its future growth and development?

	Regional Economics Applications Laboratory &
Regional Economics & Policy Program
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Champaign, IL 61820
feser@uiuc.edu, hewings@uiuc.edu

	In fact, the last publicly released data for interregional trade were for 1963
since the 1967 information was deemed to be of questionable reliability and
not released.
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The Nature of Midwestern Trade

How important is this interregional trade? Bear in
mind that the data only provide information at the state
level for commodity trade. Clearly, that is likely to be a
very significant underestimate of the total volume of trade
in both goods and services. The data in Table 4 reveal that
interregional trade accounts for between 85 and 93 percent
of total trade. Michigan’s lower value is significantly influenced by the auto trade with Canada. Further, this trade is
very heavily concentrated in terms of destinations: between
38 percent (Illinois) and 72 percent (Michigan) of the
international trade is destined for Canada and Mexico. For
the U.S. as a whole, these two countries account for about
35 percent of total exports.

Tables 1 and 2 provide two snapshots of the nature of trade
interdependencies in the Midwest over the period 19932002. Table 3 summarizes the dependence of each state
on its Midwest trading partners over this same period and
Table 4 examines the relative importance of interregional
and international trade.
Perhaps the best way to summarize the nature of the
trade is to consider that with the exception of Illinois (exports) and Ohio (imports), all of the states increased their
dependence on the Midwest over the period in question
in terms of the volume of trade. However, when attention
is drawn to the dependency in terms of percentages, only
three of the possible ten entries in 2002 were larger than
those in 1993. Ohio increased the share of its trade going to
its Midwestern neighbors while both Indiana and Michigan increased their import dependency on the Midwest.
	The trade data were converted to constant dollars for the purposes of comparison.

Table 1. Midwest Interregional Trade, 1993 ($millions)
To
IL

MI

OH

WI

Total
Trade

IL

118,142

17,709

17,509

19,987

18,051

155,202

228,458

73,256

IN

16,399

51,453

17,524

14,299

3,737

75,688

127,647

51,959

179,100

MI

13,154

9,950

126,712

20,735

4,199

81,550

129,588

48,038

256,300

OH

13,294

15,164

24,588

129,952

4,143

138,459

195,648

57,189

326,600

32,466

WI
From

IN

Total
Midwest
Interregional Interregional
Rest US
Trade
Trade

Rest US
Total
Interregional
Trade
Midwest
Interregional
Trade
Total Inflows

15,841

3,435

8,309

4,881

50,285

60,549

93,015

126,732

52,593

83,416

110,922

42,427

4,871,932

5,288,022

185,420

98,851

151,346

170,824

72,557

58,688

46,258

67,930

59,902

30,130

303,562

150,304

278,058

300,776

122,842

346,600

143,300
6,123,832
1,251,900

5,383,380

6,062,378

Table 2. Midwest Interregional Trade, 2002 ($millions)
To

IL

IN

MI

OH

WI

164,946

25,974

21,887

18,382

18,851

IN

21,980

82,868

24,532

22,343

MI

16,832

16,496

189,489

24,802

OH

15,483

27,270

45,271

WI

22,857

5,019

14,216

Rest US

174,056

86,404

Total
Interregional
Trade

251,208

Midwest
Interregional
Trade

IL

From

Total

Total
Midwest
Interregional Interregional
Rest US
Trade
Trade
85,094

4,387

135,348

73,242

156,110

291,458

6,746

134,206

64,876

254,365

388,571

169,127

15,287

221,840

103,311

272,438

494,278

7,157

74,401

93,801

49,249

123,650

217,451

111,547

171,395

63,113

7,619,925

161,163

217,453

244,079

108,384

77,152

74,759

105,906

72,684

45,271

416,154

244,031

406,942

413,206

182,785

8,397,210

250,040

Total

192,090

442,130
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However, interregional dependence is not necessarily
costless. There are some additional changes underway. First,
much of the trade involves intraindustry as opposed to interindustry trade (Munroe et al., 2007). The Midwest states
are remarkably similar in terms of their economic structure,
per capita incomes, resource endowments, accessibility,
labor force quality, and so forth. Firms have thus exploited
scale economies within individual establishments but are
exploiting economies of scope across multiple establishments throughout the Midwest. The evidence suggests that
establishments are producing fewer secondary products
and instead concentrating on producing larger volumes of a
smaller range of products. Better coordination of production through electronic means and significantly cheaper
transportation costs make it possible for firms to reduce the
number of sites producing any specific commodity. Hence,
most of the exchange between the Midwest states involves
commodities moving from one stage of processing to another. Figure 1 is a stylized representation of this process. In
the 1970s, high transport costs limited the effective size of
the markets that could be served. As a result, firms located
establishments in each state, essentially to serve restricted
market areas. Decreases in transport costs broadened the
size of various market areas, created opportunities for
expansion of production at a smaller set of sites, and opened
up opportunities to break up production into smaller, distinct components, a process that has been termed fragmentation by Jones and Kierzkowski (2005).

How might one interpret these findings? First, the strong
interregional dependence within the Midwest may be seen
as strong evidence for the role of agglomeration forces;
significant declines in real transportation costs have created the opportunities for firms to exploit scale economies
within the Midwest market as a whole (Parr et al. 2002).
Just-in-time deliveries can be arranged across the Midwest
market, given the scope of the interstate highway and rail
systems.

Table 3. Dependence on Midwest Trade, 1993-2002
(entries show percentage of inflows or outflows accounted for by trade with
other Midwest states)
Dependence on MW trade (%)
Outflows
Inflows
1993
2002
1993
IL
32.10
30.70
31.60
IN
40.70
35.11
26.80
MI
37.10
32.59
44.90
OH
29.20
31.77
35.10
WI
34.90
34.43
41.50
Bold entries indicate growth in Midwest dependence 1993-2002

2002
30.71
46.39
48.70
29.78
41.77

Table 4. Interregional and International Trade, Midwest, 2002 ($m commodities only)
Share
International

Share
International
with Canada
and Mexico

91.52%

8.48%

38%

93.32%

6.68%

57%

14.50%

72%

Interregional
Trade

International
Trade

Total Trade

Share
Interregional

IL

277,184

25,686

302,870

IN

208,590

14,923

223,513

MI

199,082

33,775

232,857

85.50%

OH

325,151

27,723

352,874

92.14%

7.86%

56%

WI

143,050

10,684

153,734

93.05%

6.95%

44%

Figure 1. Fragmentation and International Trade
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Interpretation:
Fragmentation and Hollowing Out
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The complement of fragmentation is the hollowing
out of individual economies. As interregional trade has
increased, many regions have become less dependent on
internal sources of supply for inputs. In addition, the sales
of goods and services now involve greater dependency on
external markets. For the Chicago metropolitan economy,
the process of fragmentation and hollowing out has resulted
in a decrease in the size of the intraregional multipliers; the
same is true for Illinois as a whole, and we are continuing
to explore whether the hollowing out process is also happening at the level of the Midwest. The trade data indicate
that intra-region dependence has not changed, although
additional calculations would be necessary to determine
whether trade now embraces a larger or smaller share of
the total value of intermediation. Table 5 provides some
evidence, first, that trade within the Midwest is increasing more rapidly than trade with the rest of the U.S. and,
second, that intractivity (intraindustry) flows are increasing more rapidly than interindustry flows, both within the
constituent states and between Midwestern states.
There is some potential tension here from a policy perspective. On the one hand, the Midwest is exploiting a clear
locational advantage. Production systems are integrated
and the evidence suggests that this integration is increasing
in degree and sophistication. From a regional development
perspective, that would seem to be an attractive characteristic of the Midwest region’s economic portfolio. Table 6 also
reveals that when international trade expands, the indirect
effects are significantly concentrated in the Midwest; Ohio
is less “generous” in sharing the spillover effects with the
other Midwest states, while Michigan is the most generous. One can also note that the intra-state effects vary from
a low of 19 percent in Wisconsin to a high of almost 52
percent in Ohio.
There are two concerns that might be raised here. First,
is this Midwest dependence likely to be sustained and secondly, what are the implications for an international trade
dependence that is dominated by trade with Canada and
Mexico? In answering these questions, one has to be mindful of the difficulty of predicting the future. The dependence of the Midwest states on Canada and Mexico stems

Table 5. The Changing Nature of Trade
Total Flow
Inraregional Flow

1980

1990

2000

4,688,314

4,964,328

5,933,438

83.2%

82.4%

80.8%

Intra-activity

31.0%

35.5%

37.5%

Inter-activity

52.2%

46.9%

43.3%

Interregional Flow

16.8%

17.6%

19.2%

Intra-activity

7.5%

8.5%

10.0%

Inter-activity

9.3%

9.1%

9.2%

MW-to-MW

13.7%

15.0%

17.3%

MW-to-RUS

8.2%

8.4%

8.8%

RU-to-MW

6.1%

6.5%

7.0%

RU-to RUS

72.0%

71.1%

66.8%

Midwest (MW) and
Rest-of-US (RUS) Flows

Italic: Increasing trend

Bold: Decreasing trend

in large part from the development of NAFTA, although
Midwest-Canada trade has always been the dominant trade
relationship in the Midwest’s international portfolio. A
great deal of Canada-Midwest trade involves, directly or
indirectly, the auto industry. The transformations of that
industry in the U.S. over the past decade and the prospects
for the next decade suggest that the competitive advantage
enjoyed by the Midwest may not be sustainable. Figure 2
provides a glimpse of what might be in the offing; the data
reveal growth rates in employment since 1990 (all benchmarked to 100) for the U.S. as a whole and an expanded
Midwest (the five states discussed thus far with the addition
of Missouri and Iowa). Since the late 1990s, the expanded
Midwest region’s growth rate has dropped below the U.S.
rate; current estimates are for the recovery to the prior
peak employment of November 2000 to take a further six
years (August 2014) given the growth rates of 2006. The
continued erosion of jobs in the automobile sector makes
this expectation of doubtful validity.

	These data are derived from an econometric input-output model for the
Midwest that used 1993 and 1997 commodity flow data in its calibration
(see Seo and Hewings, 2004; Seo et al., 2004).
	 These are the indirect effects only and do not consider direct changes.

Table 6. Spatial Spread of Indirect Effects from International Trade Expansion (%)
IL

IN

MI

OH

WI

Rest of Midwest

Rest US

IL

43.8

5.1

5.0

4.1

5.8

20.0

36.2

IN

5.7

42.7

8.7

7.7

3.2

19.6

32.1

MI

6.1

7.8

30.9

16.2

4.9

28.9

34.2

OH

3.9

4.6

7.6

51.9

2.6

14.8

29.5

WI

11.3

4.4

7.4

5.4

19.7

17.2

Rest US

6.4

3.5

6.7

5.8

4.1

73.5

Inter-Avg

6.7

5.1

7.1

7.8

4.1

36.8

51.9
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130.00

125.00

Nation

120.00

Rest of Midwest
115.00

Illinois
110.00

105.00

100.00

95.00
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

The Geography
U.S. Nonfarm
Value Chains
Figure 2. ofTotal
Employment Growth gation lengths (APLs). Conceptually, they represent the
Midwestern trade data suggest that regions are becoming
more specialized by industry and function while also more
integrated. A similar picture is revealed by characterizing
the U.S. industrial base in terms of value chains and examining their spatial distribution. Value chains are groups
of industries linked through purchase and sales flows. For
example, the automotive value chain consists of final market assemblers together with their first, second and third
tier suppliers (from industries as diverse as plastics, textiles,
glass, rubber, chemicals, electronics, and software). A positive or negative change in demand for a given product in a
given industry ripples through that industry’s value chain,
backward to its suppliers and forward to its purchasers (if
it is an intermediate good). To the extent that value chains
specialize across space, as suggested in the fragmentation
and hollowing out process observed for the Midwest, the
ripple effects have distinct regional implications. This is
simply another way of describing the connections that knit
together different regions of the country.
In principle, value chains can be defined for each
individual industry, though in practice chains for highly
detailed industries often overlap significantly. For this
analysis, we examine geographic trends for 180 U.S. value
chains, where each chain is comprised of a single core
industry together with its set of linked industries (its most
significant direct and indirect buyers and suppliers). There
are three basic steps in their development; the full methodology behind the value chain definitions is described
in Feser (2007). The first is to calculate two measures of
linkage between each pair of U.S. industries using data
on interindustry purchases and sales from the Benchmark
Input-Output Accounts of the United States. The linkage
indicators are called backward and forward average propa-

average number of spending rounds in a multiplier context
that it takes for a change in demand in one industry to
reach another industry either via purchases (backward) or
sales (forward). We can use forward and backward APLs
to identify closely linked industries for a given industry i,
not just direct suppliers and buyers, but also those that are
linked to i indirectly through their trade with other sectors.
The second step is to combine some industries and
eliminate others to yield a reduced set of industries that
have reasonably unique value chains and are useful for examining regional trends. Among the sectors eliminated are
those that are predominantly local-serving, including retail
trade, the U.S. Postal Service, personal consumer services,
elementary and secondary schools, and government. Industries that are combined are those that serve similar markets
and utilize similar technologies such that their value chains
are highly alike. The process of combination and elimination yields the set of 180 “core” industries from the total
of 479 industries represented in the U.S. input-output
accounts. For the most part, core industries are NAICS
industries at the four-digit level of detail, although there are
some two-, three- and five-digit NAICS industries among
them as well. Appendix Table 1 lists the 180 core industries.
The third step is to identify the value chains for each
core industry using the APL indicators. The backward and
forward APLs are positive continuous measures with minimum values of zero (no linkage between a given pair of industries) and no maximum values. To identify value chains
for each industry, threshold APL values must be selected.
Choosing a threshold value of zero effectively means each
industry is a member of every other industry’s value chain.
The higher the threshold value, the more tightly linked the
industries in a given chain. Two threshold APL values were
used to identify the chains for the 180 core industries. The
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first was relative to the distribution of APLs for each industry: namely, for industry i, value chain industries are those
industries j with a backward or forward APL to industry i
in the 95th or higher percentile (i.e., they are the five percent most tightly linked industries to industry i). A second
absolute threshold APL value was used to further identify,
from among the 5 percent most tightly linked industries, a
subset of industries that are even more closely tied to a given
industry i: namely, those industries j with an APL to i less
than or equal to 1.25 are labeled Level 1 industries in industry i’s value chain. The remaining industries in i’s chain
are labeled Level 2 industries. Both APL thresholds were
selected with the objective of revealing unique chains for
each core industry; selecting higher thresholds increases the
overlap among value chains which, in turn, reduces their
value as unique industry categories for exploratory analysis
of regional economic trends.
These procedures are perhaps best understood with an
example. The value chain for the audio and video equipment industry (NAICS 3343) is provided in Appendix Table 2. There are six Level 1 industries in the value chain—
including electron tubes, wiring, non-upholstered wood
furniture, cabinetry, and computer programming—and 18
Level 2 industries. The Level 1 industries tend to be first
tier suppliers to the audio and video equipment sector while
many of the Level 2 industries are second tier suppliers,
though there is nothing inherent in the identification of the
two groups that ensures that result. Rather, it is a function
of the fact that multi-tier suppliers (and buyers, in the case
of intermediate industries) naturally tend to post higher
APL values, as it takes more rounds of spending before
changes in demand in the core industry reaches them. The
value chain definitions enable us to compare the geographic
distributions of core sectors versus linked sectors.

Value Chains, Megaregions
and Urban Orientation
Since the value chains are constructed from U.S.
interindustry purchases and sales information, they
indicate actual trading industries at the national level
but only potential trading industries at the regional level.
Therefore, one has to be cautious about interpreting their
spatial patterns. If we observe a core industry co-located
with industries in its value chain in a particular region, we
cannot conclude that there is definitely trade going on in
that place between the core and related industries. What
the value chains offer when applied to regional data is some
additional information about the geography of functionally linked industries and, in particular, whether there is a
tendency for related industries to cluster or fragment over
space. We can also ask whether megaregions tend to capture
particular value chains.
Maps are one easy way to gain a sense of the spatial
variation in the geography of different industries. Figures
3-7 chart employment for selected value chains, including
two non-durables industries (furniture manufacturing and
knitting mills), one industrial durables mid-technology
sector (automobile manufacturing), one high technology
industry (aerospace), and one advanced services industry
(Internet services). The top panel of each figure displays
2002 employment in the core industry; the bottom panel
displays core industry employment together with Level 1

value chain employment. Only counties with at least 250
employees in the core industry (top panel) or core industry
plus value chain industries (bottom panel) are displayed in
order to highlight regional trends. Also indicated are the
megaregion boundaries as defined by the Regional Plan
Association.
The selected figures illustrate some distinctive spatial
patterns that are broadly consistent across the 180 industries. First, there is considerable variation in the spatial
distribution of the core industries across the U.S., as well
the core industries’ value chains. For example, the furniture
industry itself is fairly tightly clustered in the Carolinas and
deeper South (northern and southern tips of the Piedmont
megaregion), parts of the Northeast, Southern California,
and Texas (top panel of Figure 3). However, considering
furniture in conjunction with its value chain shows an
extensive national distribution of activity that does not adhere to megaregion boundaries or exclusively rural or urban
areas. Indeed, changes in demand in the furniture industry
likely have a broad national impact. Alternatively, if one
accepts the logic of competitive clusters as laid out by Porter
(1990; 2003b; 2003a) and others, the economic fortunes of
a great many U.S. regions (megaregion and otherwise) with
a stake in the furniture sector are to some extent jointly
determined.
Second, there is modest evidence that traditional
industries are less tightly clustered than advanced services
and knowledge intensive industries, a finding that is consistent with results in related work by Feser, Sweeney and
Renski (2005). Clusters for furniture (Figure 3), knitting
mills (Figure 4), and automobile manufacturing (Figure 5)
appear to be larger in spatial extent than those for aerospace
and Internet services (Figures 6 and 7). The automobile
manufacturing industry is concentrated primarily in the
upper Midwest and increasingly southward through southern Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, the Carolinas, Alabama
and Mississippi. However, its extended value chain has
comparatively strong reach into other areas of the country.
The spread of the Internet services and aerospace industries
is less extensive; the two value chains adhere more closely
to megaregion boundaries and extend into fewer counties
overall. It is worth noting that these differences are not explained by the overall size of the value chains: 2002 employment in the automobile manufacturing value chain (core
and Level 1) was 1.19 million, compared to 1.04 million in
aerospace and 939,000 in the Internet industry value chain.
Third, the maps hint at the important role rural areas
play in the value chains, an important consideration given
that the megaregion concept focuses heavily on major U.S.
population centers. We can see this more clearly by calculating urban-rural employment shares for each value chain.
To simplify the presentation, we also organize the 180 core
industries and their chains into 37 major industry groups
or sectors.

	The maps plot employment by county using employment data from County
Business Patterns, adjusted for data suppression by Isserman and Westervelt
(2006).
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More employment
Megaregion
Core industry & Level 1 Value Chain

Figure 3

Geography of employment, 2002: Furniture industry
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Figure 3. Geography of Employment, 2002: Furniture Industry
Data from County Business Patterns; only counties with 250 or more employees in industry or chain displayed.
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Figure 4. Geography of Employment, 2002: Apparel Knitting Mills Industry
Data from County Business Patterns; only counties with 250 or more employees in industry or chain displayed.
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More employment
Megaregion
Core industry & Level 1 Value Chain

Figure 4

Geography of employment, 2002: Apparel knitting mills industry
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Megaregion
Core industry & Level 1 Value Chain

Figure 5

Geography of employment, 2002: automobile industry
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Figure 5. Geography of Employment, 2002: Automobile Industry
Data from County Business Patterns; only counties with 250 or more employees in industry or chain displayed.
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Figure 6. Geography of Employment, 2002: Aerospace Industry
Data from County Business Patterns; only counties with 250 or more employees in industry or chain displayed.
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Figure 6

Geography of employment, 2002: Aerospace industry
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Figure 7

Geography of employment, 2002: Internet industry
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Figure 7. Geography of Employment, 2002: Internet Industry
Data from County Business Patterns; only counties with 250 or more employees in industry or chain displayed.
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Table 7 reports the mean shares of 2002 value chain
employment located in urban and rural areas in the contiguous 48 states for each of the 37 sectors. The urban/rural
definitions utilize Isserman’s (2005) rural-urban density
codes, which capture the distinctive urban and rural
character of counties better than an economic integration
criterion measured by commuting flows. Integration is the
chief characteristic underlying U.S. Census metropolitan area definitions (and the common practice of using
metro/non-metro to distinguish urban and rural), however

metro areas include considerable territory that is of very low
population density and/or is home to high numbers of rural
people. Under the urban-rural density code classification,
rural counties have a population density of less than 500
people per square mile and 90 percent of the county population is in rural areas and/or the county has no urban area
with a population of 10,000 or more. Urban counties have
a population density of at least 500 people per square mile,
90 percent of the county population lives in urban areas,
and the county’s population in urbanized areas is at least

Table 7. Mean Share of 2002 Employment, 180 Chains by Sector
Sorted by urban share in core industry
Core Industry

Core Industry &
Level 1 Chain

Full Chain

Number
of chains

Rural

Urban

Rural

Urban

Rural

Management of companies & enterprises

1

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.3

0.7

Information

9

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

Finance, insurance, & real estate

7

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

Professional & technical services

11

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

Administrative & waste services

6

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

Educational services

2

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.8

Arts, entertainment & recreation

6

0.2

0.8

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

Computer & electronic product manufacturing

6

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

Transportation, delivery & warehousing

8

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.2

0.8

Membership assocations & organizations

2

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.2

0.8

Printing & related support activities

1

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.2

0.8

Medical equipment & supplies manufacturing

1

0.3

0.7

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.7

Miscellaneous manufacturing

6

0.3

0.7

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Health care

3

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

Construction

1

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Furniture & related product manufacturing

4

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

Chemical manufacturing

9

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.7

Utilities

3

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

Fabricated metal product manufacturing

9

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Petroleum & coal products manufacturing

1

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

Transportation equipment manufacturing

7

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Machinery manufacturing

9

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Beverage & tobacco product manufacturing

5

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.7

Apparel manufacturing

3

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.7

Electrical equipment & appliance manufacturing

7

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Food manufacturing

13

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

Leather & allied product manufacturing

3

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.7

Nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing

6

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

Primary metal manufacturing

4

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Accommodation

2

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Plastics & rubber products manufacturing

2

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Paper manufacturing

2

0.6

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

Textile product mills

4

0.6

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting

5

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.6

Textile mills

3

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.6

Wood product manufacturing

5

0.8

0.2

0.7

0.3

0.4

0.6

Mining

4

0.8

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.7

Industry category

Overall mean

Urban

Source: County Business Patterns (Isserman and Westerfelt 2006) and authors’ calculations. Rural counties are rural and mixed rural counties; urban
counties are mixed urban and urban counties (as defined in Isserman 2005).
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tion that rural counties capture. It is not the case that even
knowledge-intensive core industries are exclusively urban.
Moreover, if we inspect the value chains associated with
each core industry (four rightmost columns in the table), we
also see that linked industries tend to have both urban and
rural components. Columns 5 and 6 in Table 7 report mean
urban/rural shares for value chains using the comparatively
strict criterion for including a constituent industry in a
given chain (Level 1 chains); columns 7 and 8 report the
shares using a looser criterion (the full value chain).
Given the rapid decline of manufacturing employment
and restructuring in the overall U.S. economy in the face of
international competition, it could be the case that urbanoriented core industries and their value chains are posting
stronger employment growth, a trend that would reinforce
the growth of population-oriented megaregions. We
investigate this question by comparing the chains’ share of
employment in urban counties to their recent employment
growth. Figure 8 plots the 2002 urban employment share
against recent employment growth for core industries in the
top panel, core industries together with their Level 1 value
chains in the middle panel, and the full value chains in the
bottom panel. We examine two growth periods: the 1990s
boom (3rd quarter 1991 to 1st quarter 2001) and the post2001 recovery (1st quarter 2002 to 2nd quarter 2006, the
most recent period available). We separate the 1990s boom
from trends since 2002 because of evidence that the current
recovery is considerably different in character from the
dot-com and information technology-driven 1990s. Overall, the figure indicates that there is a weak relationship
between urban orientation of a value chain and its employment growth, and that the relationship was slightly stronger
during the 1990s than in recent years. In other words,
industries with a strong urban orientation have tended to
grow faster (as indicated by the estimated trend line) since
1991, but not by much, and the trend has dissipated slightly
since 2002, at least if we consider core industries alone or
core industries together with their Level 1 value chains
(top and middle panels). Note that the variation in urban
share and growth across value chains falls as we expand the
chains’ memberships, a reflection of their increasing overlap
moving from a Level 1 to a Level 2 definition.
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50,000 or 90 percent of the county population. Mixed rural
and mixed urban counties meet neither the urban nor the
rural county criteria. Mixed rural counties have a population density of less than 320 people per square mile, mixed
urban counties a population density of at least 320 people
per square mile. Table 7 aggregates Isserman’s urban and
mixed urban categories into a single urban category, and his
rural and mixed rural categories into a single rural category.
We can characterize the urban-rural makeup of the
ten megaregions defined by the Regional Plan Association
using the same classification (Table 8). It is clear there is
considerable diversity within and across the megaregions
in terms of their level of urban development. A total of 388
counties define the Midwest megaregion, 30 percent of
which are rural and an additional 51 percent mixed rural
according to Isserman’s classification. But the Midwest is
not even the most rural of the megaregions. Some 89 percent of the Texas Triangle counties are rural, 88 percent of
the Arizona Sun Corridor counties are rural (albeit, that is
only 8 counties given the large size of western counties), and
83 percent of the Gulf Coast counties are rural.
The urban-rural variation is not simply in terms of
geography; it is also one of population, as is clear from the
second panel of Table 8. Forty-five percent of the Piedmont
megaregion’s population is in rural counties, followed by
43 percent in Cascadia, 35 percent in Northern California
and the Gulf Coast, and 34 percent in the Midwest. The
Northeast region is the most urban, with fully 92 percent
of its population located in mixed urban or urban counties. The bottom panel of Table 8 indicates that long-run
(1940-2000) population growth patterns vary widely across
the megaregions, both overall and by county type, from the
slow-growing Midwest and Northeast to the exploding Arizona Sun Corridor and Southern Florida megaregions. It is
notable that counties defined as rural are also growing fairly
rapidly in many of the megaregions, which is particularly
significant given that the urban/rural definitions in Table 8
are based on 2000 population numbers.
Returning to Table 7, it is clear there is also fairly wide
variation in the urban orientation of the core industries and
their chains. For example, there are nine core industries and
value chains in the information sector. On average, 81 percent of the core industry employment in those nine chains
was located in urban counties in 2002, and 19 percent in
rural counties (3rd and 4th columns of the table). Compare
that to the mining industry, with just 20 percent of its core
industry employment in urban counties in 2002. The table
is sorted in descending order of the average urban share of
core industry employment. Those sectors with the strongest
urban orientation are in advanced services categories and
are generally knowledge-intensive, reflecting an urban hierarchy influence: management of companies and enterprises;
information; finance, insurance and real estate; professional
and technical services; administrative and waste services;
educational services; and arts, entertainment and recreation. Those sectors with the strongest rural orientation are,
again rather predictably, resource-based sectors like mining,
wood product manufacturing, textile mills, and agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting.
Table 7 indicates that while the level of urban orientation varies across chains, most core industries and chains
have significant urban and rural components. The overall
rural mean for the 180 core industries summarized in
Table 7 is 41 percent, roughly the share of U.S. popula-
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Table 8. Urban-Rural Characteristics of Megaregions
Percent Share Total Counties
Total
Counties
8

Cascadia

Urban

Rural &
Mixed
Rural

Mixed
Urban &
Urban

Total

0.0

87.5

12.5

100.0

8.8

79.4

20.6

100.0

80.9

19.1

100.0

38.0

62.0

100.0

64.5

35.5

100.0

79.3

20.7

100.0

30.0

60.0

40.0

100.0

21.4

64.3

35.7

100.0

5.0

5.9

89.1

10.9

100.0

10.7

6.7

82.7

17.3

100.0

Mixed
Urban &
Urban

Total

Rural

Mixed
Rural

Mixed
Urban

0.0

87.5

12.5

34

20.6

58.8

11.8

Midwest

388

29.9

51.0

11.3

7.7

Northeast

142

15.5

22.5

22.5

39.4

31

6.5

58.1

16.1

19.4

121

26.4

52.9

13.2

7.4

Southern California

10

0.0

60.0

10.0

Southern Florida

42

7.1

57.1

14.3

101

46.5

42.6

75

28.0

54.7

Megaregion
Arizona Sun Corridor

Northern California
Piedmont

Texas Triangle
Gulf Coast

Percent Share 2000 Population

Megaregion
Arizona Sun Corridor

2000
Population
(mil)
4.5

Rural

Mixed
Rural

Mixed
Urban

Urban

Rural &
Mixed
Rural

0.0

31.8

68.2

0.0

31.8

68.2

100.0

Cascadia

7.4

2.1

41.1

18.3

38.5

43.2

56.8

100.0

Midwest

53.7

5.6

28.1

18.3

48.1

33.7

66.3

100.0

Northeast

49.5

1.2

7.1

17.2

74.5

8.3

91.7

100.0

Northern California

12.7

0.6

33.9

11.9

53.5

34.5

65.5

100.0

Piedmont

14.8

6.9

38.2

26.3

28.7

45.0

55.0

100.0

Southern California

21.8

0.0

26.8

3.5

69.7

26.8

73.2

100.0

Southern Florida

14.6

0.6

21.0

14.8

63.6

21.6

78.4

100.0

Texas Triangle

16.1

7.1

24.7

8.9

59.3

31.8

68.2

100.0

Gulf Coast

11.7

4.3

30.4

22.6

42.7

34.7

65.3

100.0

Mixed
Urban &
Urban

Total

Annual Population Growth, 1940-2000

Rural

Mixed
Rural

Urban

Rural &
Mixed
Rural

Arizona Sun Corridor

n/a

3.3

4.8

n/a

3.3

4.8

4.1

Cascadia

1.3

2.1

2.6

1.9

2.1

2.1

2.1

Midwest

0.6

0.8

1.4

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

Northeast

1.1

1.3

1.2

0.8

1.2

0.9

0.9

Northern California

2.5

2.8

2.8

2.3

2.8

2.4

2.5

Piedmont

0.9

1.2

1.9

2.5

1.2

2.2

1.7

Southern California

n/a

4.0

4.0

2.6

4.0

2.7

2.9

Southern Florida

2.4

3.6

4.7

3.8

3.6

4.0

3.9

Megaregion

Mixed
Urban

Texas Triangle

0.6

1.6

3.5

2.9

1.3

3.0

2.3

Gulf Coast

0.8

1.8

2.4

2.3

1.7

2.4

2.1

Source: U.S. Census. Urban/rural definitions from Isserman (2005).
U.S. annual average population growth 1940-2000 is 1.3 percent.
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Figure 8. Employment Growth Trends, Core U.S. Value Chains
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Table 9. Concentration Indicators
Type

Variable

Core
Sector

Core +
Level 1
Chain

Full Chain

SSH>1, ES>1: More Concentrated, More Clustered, 65 Total
I

Employment density, workers per square mile, 2002

3.3

4.4

9.4

Number of counties with at least 250 workers, 2002

51

373

1,110

Simple spatial Herfindahl index, employment, 2002

2.7

1.8

1.1

Employment shed index, 2002

5.3

3.7

1.3

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 1Q 01, US

-0.1

0.0

0.3

Employment CQGR 1Q 02 to 2Q 06, US

-0.6

-0.3

0.0

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 2Q 06, US

-0.4

-0.2

0.1

Employment density, workers per square mile, 2002

8.5

11.1

17.7

Number of counties with at least 250 workers, 2002

264

716

1,290=

Simple spatial Herfindahl index, employment, 2002

2.1

2.4

1.4

Employment shed index, 2002

0.6

1.0

0.9

SSH>1, ES<1: More Concentrated, Less Clustered, 24 Total
II

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 1Q 01, US

0.4

0.5

0.6

Employment CQGR 1Q 02 to 2Q 06, US

-0.1

0.1

0.2

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 2Q 06, US

0.1

0.2

0.4

SSH<1, ES>1: Less Concentrated, More Clustered, 24 Total
III

Employment density, workers per square mile, 2002

1.3

3.2

8.1

Number of counties with at least 250 workers, 2002

74

480

1,275

Simple spatial Herfindahl index, employment, 2002

0.7

1.1

0.9

Employment shed index, 2002

1.6

1.6

1.3

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 1Q 01, US

-0.0

-0.0

0.2

Employment CQGR 1Q 02 to 2Q 06, US

-0.5

-0.4

-0.0

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 2Q 06, US

-0.3

-0.3

0.0

SSH<1, ES<1: Less Concentrated, Less Clustered, 64 Total
IV

Employment density, workers per square mile, 2002

4.5

8.0

12.6

Number of counties with at least 250 workers, 2002

349

806

1,317

Simple spatial Herfindahl index, employment, 2002

0.6

1.0

1.1

Employment shed index, 2002

0.5

0.8

1.0

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 1Q 01, US

0.4

0.5

0.6

Employment CQGR 1Q 02 to 2Q 06, US

0.2

0.1

0.2

Employment CQGR 1Q 91 to 2Q 06, US

0.3

0.3

0.3

Sources: 2002 data from County Business Patterns (Isserman and Westerfelt 2006); employment compound quarterly growth rate (CQGR)
from Bureau of Labor Statistics; and authors’ calculations.
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While the maps described above are helpful, we would like
to gain a more systematic picture of the degree of clustering among the value chains. Measuring spatial clustering is
challenging because widely different geographic distributions can be consistent with very similar levels of employment concentration. For example, an industry may be
located in comparatively few places (i.e., highly geographically concentrated) but those locations themselves could
be either widely dispersed or clustered. Put differently, to
understand clustering, we need to assess both the employment distribution across areal units as well as the locations
of those units relative to one another. This is normally done
using local spatial autocorrelation statistics. However, we
opt for a simpler strategy that requires fewer assumptions
than spatial autocorrelation modeling but still gives us a
good initial picture of clustering differences among chains.
We measure the level of spatial employment concentration in each value chain distribution using a simple spatial
Herfindahl, SSH j = ∑ sij2 , where sij is the share of U.S.
i

2002 employment in chain j located in county i. The
Herfindahl ranges from 1/n to 1.0, where n is the total
number of counties with positive value chain employment.
Hij approaches 1/n as the evenness of the employment
across counties increases; the measure is 1.0 if all employment is concentrated in a single county. To capture
clustering—the spatial juxtaposition of counties with
significant value chain activity—we use an employment
shed index, ESj . For each county i with at least 100
employees in a given value chain, we calculate total chain
employment in counties within 250 miles of i. Then, we
average the results across all i to produce a mean employment shed value for value chain j. In addition to the
Herfindahl and shed measure, we also calculate the total
number of counties with at least 250 workers in chain j, Cj ,
and the employment density of the value chain, Dj ,
measured as total chain employment per square mile. We
then take the ratio of the four measures to their median
values so that value chains posting values above 1.0 on the
given indicator are above the median while those chains
posting values below 1.0 are below the median.

The results are reported in Table 9, with value chains organized into four categories:
• I ) above average concentration (SSH > 1) and above
average clustering (ES >1), i.e., value chains relatively
concentrated in comparatively few, larger (in spatial
extent) locations;
• I I) above average concentration (SSH > 1) and low
average clustering (ES < 1), i.e., value chains concentrated in a few, smaller and dispersed locations;
• I II) below average concentration (SSH < 1) and above
average clustering (ES > 1), i.e., value chains relatively
dispersed across counties, but those counties clustered
in a few areas of the country;
• I V) below average concentration (SSH < 1) and below
average clustering (ES < 1), i.e., value chains that are
dispersed among many locations.
Table 9 reports the mean values for the Herfindahl
and shed measure, in addition to employment density,
the number of counties with at least 250 employees, and
U.S. employment growth for three periods (1991-2001,
2002-2006 and 1991-2006). The mean for each indicator is
reported for core industries alone, core industries together
with their Level 1 value chains, and the full value chains.
Table 10 provides the list of the specific value chains falling
into each of the four categories.

	 N
 ote that complete employment data by county are not available for three
value chains: crop production, animal production, and rail transportation.
Therefore, those three chains are excluded from Tables 9 and 10.
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Value Chain Concentration and Clustering
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Table 10. Value chains by Concentration and Clustering
SSH>1, ES>1: More Concentrated, Clusters in Few Locations, 65 Total
Fishing
Hunting & trapping
Coal mining
Metal ore mining
Suger & confectionary product mfg
Seafood product mfg
Snack food mfg
Coffee & tea mfg
Flavoring syrup & concentrated mfg
Seasoning & dressing mfg
Misc food mfg
Breweries
Wineries
Distilleries
Tobacco mfg
Fiber, yarn & thread mills
Textile & fabric & fabric finishing mills
Carpet & rug mfg
Apparel knitting mills
Accessories & other apparel mfg
Leather & hide tanning & finishing
Footwear mfg

Other leather & allied product mfg
Petroleum & coal product mfg
Resin, rubber & artificial fibers & filaments mfg
Agricultural chemical mfg
Pharmaceutical & medicine mfg
Soap, cleaning compound & toiletry mfg
Printing ink mfg
Explosives mfg
Compound resins, film & misc chem mfg
Lime & gypsum product mfg
Iron & steel mills & ferro alloy mfg
Alumina & aluminum mfg
Hardware mfg
Coated, engraving & heat treating metals
Turbine & power transmission equipment mfg
Computer & peripheral equipment mfg
Communications equipment mfg
Audio & video equipment mfg
Magnetic media mfg & reproducing
Electric lighting equipment mfg
Household appliance mfg
Battery mfg

Wire & cable mfg
Misc electrical equipment mfg
Motor vehicle mfg
Railroad rolling stock mfg
Ship & boat building
Misc transportation equipment mfg
Mattress mfg
Blind & shade mfg
Jewelry & silverware mfg
Sporting & athletic goods mfg
Doll, toy & game mfg
Non-paper office supplies mfg
Pipeline transportation
Sound recording industries
Web pub, broadcasting, ISPs & search portals
Funds, trusts & other financial vehicles
Specialized design services
Performing arts companies
Promoters, agents & celebrity managers
Independent artists, writers, and performers
Museums, historical sites, zoos & parks

SSH>1, ES<1: More Concentrated, Clusters in Many Locations, 24 Total
Oil & gas extraction
Cut & sew apparel mfg
Basic chemical mfg
Commercial & service machinery mfg
Semiconductor & electronic component mfg
Electronic instrument mfg
Motor vehicle body & trailer mfg
Aerospace product & parts mfg

Office furniture & fixtures mfg
Air transportation
Water transportation
Software publishers
Motion picture & video industries
Radio & television broadcasting
Securities, commodity contracts, investments
Legal services

Accounting & bookkeeping services
Scientific R&D services
Advertising & related services
Employment services
Travel arrangement & reservation services
Colleges, universities & junior colleges
Hotels & motels, including casino hotels
Grantmaking & social advocacy organizations

SSH<1, ES>1: Less Concentrated, Clusters in Few Locations, 24 Total
Forestry and logging
Natural gas distribution
Water, sewage and other systems
Animal food mfg
Grain & oilseed milling
Fabric mills
Curtain and linen mfg
Textile bag & canvas mfg

Misc textile product mills
Wood container & pallet mfg
Paint, coating & adhesive mfg
Clay product & refractory mfg
Glass & glass product mfg
Misc nonmetallic mineral product mfg
Steel product mfg from purchased steel
Nonferrous metal mfg, except aluminum

Forging & stamping
Cutlery & handtool mfg
Spring & wire product mfg
Metalworking machinery mfg
Pump & compressor mfg
Material handling equipment mfg
Wiring device mfg
Spectator sports

SSH<1, ES<1: Less Concentrated, Less Clustering, 64 Total
Nonmetallic mineral mining & quarrying
Power generation & supply
Construction
Fruit & vegetable product mfg
Dairy product mfg
Animal slaughtering & processing
Bakery product mfg
Soft drink & ice mfg
Sawmills & wood preservation
Veneer, plywood & engineered wood product mfg
Millwork
Mobile home, wood building and misc wood mfg
Pulp, paper & paperboard mills
Converted paper product mfg
Printing & related support activities
Plastics product mfg
Rubber product mfg
Cement & concrete product mfg
Foundries
Architectural & structural metals mfg
Boiler, tank & shipping container mfg
Machine shops & threaded product mfg

Misc fabricated metal product mfg
Agricultural, construction & mining machinery mfg
Industrial machinery mfg
HVAC & commercial refrigeration equipment mfg
Misc machinery mfg
Electrical equipment mfg
Motor vehicle parts mfg
Household & institutional furniture mfg
Medical equipment & supplies mfg
Sign mfg
Misc mfg
Truck transportation
Transit & ground passenger transportation
Couriers & messengers
Warehousing & storage
Newspaper, book & directory publishers
Cable & other program distribution
Telecommunications carriers & resellers
Data processing & related services
Nondepository credit intermediation & related
Insurance carriers
Insurance agencies & brokerages

Monetary auth & deposit credit intermediation
Real estate
Architectural & engineering services
Computer systems design & related services
Management & technical consulting services
Misc professional & technical services
Photographic services
Veterinary services
Management of companies & enterprises
Office administrative services
Business support services
Investigation & security services
Misc business support services
Misc educational services
Physicians, dentists & other health practitioners
Outpatient care, labs & misc health care
Hospitals
Misc amusement, gambling & recreation industries
Other accomodations, camps & boarding houses
Civic, social & professional organizations
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Interpretation: Evidence of Fragmentation?
Although we have characterized the geography of U.S. only
briefly and in very broad strokes, the results lend support
to the fragmentation and specialization thesis emerging
from our analysis of Midwest trading patterns. The U.S.
economy has long been characterized by regions of more or
less integrated production: automobiles in Detroit, motion
pictures in Hollywood, textiles in New England in the 19th
century and in the South in the 20th, etc. However, our
analysis suggests that large, integrated industrial complexes
are becoming scarcer. The 180 industries we have examined
show a great deal of spatial variation, including a presence
in both rural and urban areas, and more recent employment
growth is favoring industries that are either concentrated
in a few dispersed locations or more ubiquitously located.
These trends are certainly consistent with analyses of interregional trade that find regions more tightly linked as a
result of spatially fragmented production.

Discussion
What to make of all this? We think two major related
trends are exerting a significant impact on the competitive
economic foundation and growth trajectory of U.S. regions,
with implications for what America’s emerging megaregions mean for regional planning and policymaking. First,
there is growing spatial fragmentation of economic activity,
as networked models of business organization replace traditional vertically integrated models and opportunities for
out-sourcing and international trade continue to expand.
There has been substantial growth in U.S. domestic interregional trade, a trend often overlooked in the face of recent
dramatic increases in U.S. international trade (Hewings,
Schindler et al., 1998; Hewings, Sonis et al., 1998), in conjunction with a hollowing out of production within given
regions. Second, the shift in the U.S. economy from traditional manufacturing to a services and knowledge-intensive
basis is yielding a national industrial geography that is
characterized by geographically smaller clusters of advanced
business services and knowledge-intensive industries dotted
around the U.S. coupled with more evenly dispersed but
specialized services and distribution functions. The large
integrated industrial complexes that characterized the U.S.
manufacturing economy of the 20th century are not being
replicated by the emerging industries of the 21st century.
Together, the two trends imply growing regional
economic fragmentation (alternatively, both functional
and industrial specialization) and heightened interregional integration, facilitated by the nation’s advanced
transportation and communication networks. The growth
of one region’s industrial base increasingly depends on
the competitiveness and growth of the industrial bases of
many other regions. At the same time, there is considerable
variation in the geography of industrial development in the
U.S., with rural and urban areas and different macroregions
in the country (South, West, Midwest, Northeast) playing
significant roles in key value chains. It is clear that it would
be very difficult to define a single set of regional aggregates
that would be appropriate for all economic development
planning, as the appropriate regional boundaries would
probably vary significantly depending on the industry and
value chain under consideration. It is also the case that a
megaregion economic development strategy that seeks to
build vertically integrated clusters or industrial complexes
is not likely to be successful. Instead, megaregion economic
development probably means interjurisdictional cooperation on infrastructure, tax, regulation, education and other
policy framework issues, together with mechanisms for
sharing the benefits of development projects near jurisdictional borders.
The phenomenon of emerging megaregions in the
U.S. does not necessarily imply that appropriate scales of
regional intervention must simply be larger. Indications are
that the economies of different jurisdictions are increasingly integrated and that the spatial division of labor by
industry and economic function may be growing, such that
regions are specializing, perhaps to capture economies of
scale or clustering advantages in selected niches. But the
appropriate planning and policy response is probably to
develop more effective approaches for flexibly adjusting to
the spatial scale that makes sense for a given intervention,
whether it is related to transportation infrastructure, environmental quality, housing, or economic development.
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Category I consists of value chains that are clustered in
comparatively few locations in the U.S. They are comprised
mostly of manufacturing chains, including well known
highly localized industries such as tobacco, textiles, motor
vehicle manufacturing, seafood products and performing arts/media. Employment growth was weakest for this
group among the four both during the 1990s boom and
since 2002, reflecting the general contraction of the large
manufacturing complexes of the industrial Midwest and
major job losses in labor-intensive industries in the South.
Category III is also dominated by manufacturing chains.
Chains in III are located in relatively few areas of the U.S.
However, within those areas, employment is somewhat
more evenly distributed than for chains in category I.
Average employment growth was relatively stable among
the category III chains over the 1990 period but has fallen
significantly since 2002.
The two categories of chains yielding the most job
gains in the 1990s and since 2002 are those that are dispersed around the U.S., rather than located in a few larger
regions. Some tend to be concentrated in the areas in which
they are located (category II) while others are not (category
IV). The majority of chains in categories II and IV are in
services. Many of those in category II—the group posting
the fastest mean growth rates in the 1990s and over the
2002-2006 period when the full value chains are considered—are in high-technology (semiconductors, electronic
instruments, software, scientific R&D) or knowledge-intensive sectors (securities, legal services, advertising, colleges
and universities). Within category IV, which captures the
value chains that are the most ubiquitous in their location
patterns, key industries in addition to services are industrial
machinery; warehousing and distribution; food manufacturing; and building materials and construction.
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NAICS NAICS Label
111
112
113
1141
1142
211
2121
2122
2123
2211
2212
2213
23
3111

Crop production
Animal production
Forestry and logging
Fishing
Hunting & trapping
Oil & gas extraction
Coal mining
Metal ore mining
Nonmetallic mineral mining & quarrying
Power generation & supply
Natural gas distribution
Water, sewage and other systems
Construction
Animal food mfg

3261
3262
3271
3272
3273
3274
3279
3311
3312
3313
3314
3315
3321
3322

Plastics product mfg
Rubber product mfg
Clay product & refractory mfg
Glass & glass product mfg
Cement & concrete product mfg
Lime & gypsum product mfg
Misc nonmetallic mineral product mfg
Iron & steel mills & ferro alloy mfg
Steel product mfg from purchased steel
Alumina & aluminum mfg
Nonferrous metal mfg, except aluminum
Foundries
Forging & stamping
Cutlery & handtool mfg

3112

Grain & oilseed milling

3323

Architectural & structural metals mfg

3113
3114
3115
3116
3117
3118
31191

Suger & confectionary product mfg
Fruit & vegetable product mfg
Dairy product mfg
Animal slaughtering & processing
Seafood product mfg
Bakery product mfg
Snack food mfg

3324
3325
3326
3327
3328
3329
3331

31192
31193
31194

Coffee & tea mfg
Flavoring syrup & concentrated mfg
Seasoning & dressing mfg

3332
3333
3334

31199
31211
31212
31213
31214
3122
3131

Misc food mfg
Soft drink & ice mfg
Breweries
Wineries
Distilleries
Tobacco mfg
Fiber, yarn & thread mills

3335
3336
33391
33392
33399
3341
3342

Boiler, tank & shipping container mfg
Hardware mfg
Spring & wire product mfg
Machine shops & threaded product mfg
Coated, engraving & heat treating metals
Misc fabricated metal product mfg
Agricultural, construction & mining machinery
mfg
Industrial machinery mfg
Commercial & service machinery mfg
HVAC & commercial refrigeration equipment
mfg
Metalworking machinery mfg
Turbine & power transmission equipment mfg
Pump & compressor mfg
Material handling equipment mfg
Misc machinery mfg
Computer & peripheral equipment mfg
Communications equipment mfg

3132
3133
31411
31412
31491
31499
3151
3152
3159
3161
3161
3169

Fabric mills
Textile & fabric & fabric finishing mills
Carpet & rug mfg
Curtain and linen mfg
Textile bag & canvas mfg
Misc textile product mills
Apparel knitting mills
Cut & sew apparel mfg
Accessories & other apparel mfg
Leather & hide tanning & finishing
Footwear mfg
Other leather & allied product mfg

3343
3344
3345
3346
3351
3352
3353
33591
33592
33593
33599
3361

3211
3212

3221
3222
3231

Sawmills & wood preservation
Veneer, plywood & engineered wood product
mfg
Millwork
Wood container & pallet mfg
Mobile home, wood building and misc wood
mfg
Pulp, paper & paperboard mills
Converted paper product mfg
Printing & related support activities

3241
3251
3252

32191
32192
32199

3253
3254
3255
3256
32591
32592
32599

482
483
484
485
486
492
493
5111
5112
5121
5122
5151
5175
5171-4,
5179
516,
5181,
519
5182
5222-3
523
5241
5242
525
521,
5221
531
5411
5412

Rail transportation
Water transportation
Truck transportation
Transit & ground passenger transportation
Pipeline transportation
Couriers & messengers
Warehousing & storage
Newspaper, book & directory publishers
Software publishers
Motion picture & video industries
Sound recording industries
Radio & television broadcasting
Cable & other program distribution
Telecommunications carriers & resellers

Architectural & engineering services
Specialized design services
Computer systems design & related services
Management & technical consulting services
Scientific R&D services
Advertising & related services
Misc professional & technical services

Audio & video equipment mfg
Semiconductor & electronic component mfg
Electronic instrument mfg
Magnetic media mfg & reproducing
Electric lighting equipment mfg
Household appliance mfg
Electrical equipment mfg
Battery mfg
Wire & cable mfg
Wiring device mfg
Misc electrical equipment mfg
Motor vehicle mfg

5413
5414
5415
5416
5417
5418
54193,
54199
54192
54194
55
5611
5613
5614
5615
5616
5619
6112-3
6114-7
6211-3

3362
3363

Motor vehicle body & trailer mfg
Motor vehicle parts mfg

6214-9
622

Photographic services
Veterinary services
Management of companies & enterprises
Office administrative services
Employment services
Business support services
Travel arrangement & reservation services
Investigation & security services
Misc business support services
Colleges, universities & junior colleges
Misc educational services
Offices of physicians, dentists & other health
pract
Outpatient care, labs & misc amb health care
Hospitals

3364
3365
3366

Aerospace product & parts mfg
Railroad rolling stock mfg
Ship & boat building

7111
7112
7113-4

Performing arts companies
Spectator sports
Promoters, agents & celebrity managers

3369
3371
3372

Misc transportation equipment mfg
Household & institutional furniture mfg
Office furniture & fixtures mfg

Independent artists, writers, and performers
Museums, historical sites, zoos & parks
Misc amusement, gambling & recreation
industries

Petroleum & coal product mfg
Basic chemical mfg

33791
33792

Mattress mfg
Blind & shade mfg

Resin, rubber & artificial fibers & filaments
mfg
Agricultural chemical mfg
Pharmaceutical & medicine mfg
Paint, coating & adhesive mfg
Soap, cleaning compound & toiletry mfg
Printing ink mfg
Explosives mfg
Compound resins, film & misc chemical
product mfg

3391

Medical equipment & supplies mfg

7115
712
7131-2,
71391-3,
71399
72111-2
72119,
7212-3
8132-3

33991
33992
33993
33994
33995
33999
481

Jewelry & silverware mfg
Sporting & athletic goods mfg
Doll, toy & game mfg
Non-paper office supplies mfg
Sign mfg
Misc mfg
Air transportation

8134-9

Civic, social & professional organizations

Source: Feser (2007).

Web publishing, broadcasting, ISPs & search
portals
Data processing & related services
Nondepository credit intermediation & related
Securities, commodity contracts, investments
Insurance carriers
Insurance agencies & brokerages
Funds, trusts & other financial vehicles
Monetary authorities & deposit credit
intermediation
Real estate
Legal services
Accounting & bookkeeping services

Hotels & motels, including casino hotels
Other accomodations, camps & boarding
houses
Grantmaking & social advocacy organizations
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Table 2 Audio & Video Equipment Industry Value Chain
Core Industry
3343

Audio & video equipment mfg

Level 1 Value Chain Industries
334411
33593
337122
337125
337129
541511

Electron tube manufacturing
Wiring device manufacturing
Nonupholstered wood household furniture manufacturing
Household furniture (except wood & metal) manufacturing
Wood television, radio & sewing machine cabinet manufacturing
Custom computer programming services

Level 2 Value Chain Industries
32221
32611
32612
32613
326191
326199
332115
332116
332117
334119
334412
334413
334414
334415
334416
334417
334418
334419

Paperboard container manufacturing
Plastics packaging materials, film and sheet
Plastics pipe, fittings, and profile shapes
Laminated plastics plate, sheet, and shapes
Plastics plumbing fixtures manufacturing
All other plastics product manufacturing
Crown & closure manufacturing
Metal stamping
Powder metallurgy part manufacturing
Other computer peripheral equipment manufacturing
Bare printed circuitboard manufacturing
Semiconductors and related device manufacturing
Electronic capacitor manufacturing
Electronic resistor manufacturing
Electronic coil, transformer & other inductor manufacturing
Electronic connector manufacturing
Printed circuit assembly manufacturing
Other electronic component manufacturing

Source: Feser (2007).

Polycentric Mega-city Regions:
Exploratory Research from Western Europe
Introduction
Western Europe is the most urbanised world region in
the modern world. This outcome is the result of historical
processes that created geographical concentrations of cities
as ‘industrial belts’ in North-West Europe in particular.
Thus this world region has an intellectual tradition for trying to understand such urban agglomerations as northern
England, RhineRuhr Germany and Randstad Netherlands.
This has culminated in the Lisbon Accord by which the
EU intends to renew its competitive position vis a vis other
world regions. This has brought urban policy to the fore
with specific concern for the economic dynamism of ‘polycentric mega-city regions’.
The work reported below has been carried out as part
of the GaWC* programme of work on inter-city relations.
There are three basic principles underlying this research
that distinguish it from previous European research:
• E
 vidential emphasis, ideas are backed up by customised data and analysis
• R
 elational emphasis, cities are to be understood
through connections with other cities
• P
 rocess emphasis, this means identifying agents: who is
doing the connecting and why?
In practice this has meant that our research has
focused upon users of cities, in particular financial, professional and creative service firms who connect cities in their
everyday work (that is why major firms in advertising,
finance, and management consultancy, for instance, have
large office networks in cities across the world). Although
not the largest transnational corporations, they are key
indicators of vibrant city economies linked through the
world city network.
This paper will review the research commissioned
under EU INTERREG IIIB on eight such regions in
North-West Europe, outline current follow-up research at
the UK state scale, and attempt the task of putting such
new concepts into revised materialist theory of cities as
process.

	GaWC is the Globalisation and World Cities Study Group and Network
(www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc), centred at Loughborough University, UK and
with project collaboration across the world including Beijing, Ghent, Rio de
Janeiro, Singapore, Virginia Tech (MI).

1. P
 olycentric Mega-city Regions in
North-West Europe
This is the basic project led by Peter Hall and Kathy Pain
with research teams working on the Randstad Netherlands,
Central Belgium, South-East England, Greater Dublin,
RhineRuhr and Rhine-Main Germany, Paris Region and
Northern Switzerland. GaWC provided the technical team
for the quantitative network analysis. Using methodologies
devised by GaWC for global urban research – an interlocking network model to derive inter-city connectivities
(Taylor 2004), see Appendix A – patterns of links between
cities and towns within and without each city region were
measured to show different patterns of connectivity by geographical scale (local-regional, national, European, global).
This was found to be indicative of both (i) different cities
developing different roles and (ii) different regional structures for different scales (Taylor et al 2006a) which were
then explored in over 600 face-to-face interviews with city
users. The findings have profound policy implications – for
a full exposition of this research, see Hall and Pain (2006).
(i) Different Cities, Different Roles

Figure 1(a)-(h) shows the First cities with the highest
connectivity to the world city network in each region and
the links between their proximate towns and cities. The
inter-linkage between pairs of cities was calculated as a
proportion of the prime First-second city link in each case
(Taylor et al 2006a). Schematic mapping of all links above
0.2 indicates different patterns of inter-city links and thus
regional polycentricity. RhineRuhr (d) and the Randstad
(b) stand out as most polycentric when only this regional
scale is considered.
But the analysis ignores differences in the global connectivity of the eight First cities, shown by interview analysis to have crucial effects on the roles of other cities. First
cities most strongly connected to the world city network
– London and Paris – exhibit complex multi-sector clustering processes which in the case of South East England extends to secondary towns and cities. This situation contrasts
with that of the RhineRuhr where services provided across
a large number of cities in proximity to less strongly globally connected First city Dusseldorf, instead show considerable sectoral specialisation. Multi-sector clustering, which is
a feature of towns and cities at considerable distances from
London as well as within it, is shown to be a critical spur to
service specialisation, increasingly important in global cityuser networks. In other words, in traditionally polycentric
regions like RhineRuhr, users maximise agglomeration
economies, such as access to skilled labour and clients, by
clustering in different cities - advertising in Dusseldorf, insurance in Cologne and logistics in Dortmund/Duisburg.
In contrast, London has a strong representation of services
and specialisations across the sectors studied and these are
made available to trans-national clients outside London
through multi-sector clusters established in secondary cities
and towns.
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Figure 1. Mega-City Region Linkages
(Source: Hall and Pain 2006)
(a) SE England

(c) Central Belgium

(b) The Randstad

(d) RhineRuhr
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(g) Paris Region

(f) N. Switzerland

(h) Greater Dublin
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(e) Rhine-Main
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Table 1. Polycentricity for Different Geographical Scales by Mega- City Region
Mega- City Region
RhineRuhr

Regional
Scale (%)

National
Scale (%)

European
Scale (%)

Global
Scale (%)

Difference
between regional
and global scales

87

75

39

36

51

The Randstad

63

69

36

36

27

Central Belgium

56

56

20

19

37

Northern Switzerland

50

39

17

17

33

Paris Region

47

38

25

27

20

Greater Dublin

44

21

3

2

42

Rhine-Main

43

15

7

6

37

South East England

41

41

27

24

17

Notes: (i) Polycentricity is measured by the average % of the 5 non-leading cities, see Table 1 (b);
(ii) The Belgium national scale was conflated with the Brussels regional scale.
Source: adapted from Hall and Pain (2006)

(ii) Different Scales, Different Regional Structures

Global connectivity is thus associated with differing megacity region structures and further quantitative analysis
shows the importance of inter-city scales in interpreting
polycentricity (Taylor et al 2006b).
The results (Table 1) show firstly, that office networks
that are regional are also national in scope, and secondly,
that office networks that are European are also global in
scope. The fall in polycentricity between regional/national
scales (columns 2 and 3) and European/global scales
(columns 4 and 5) for all regions, indicates the existence
of two distinct servicing scales also identified in interview
evidence. Differences in polycentricity at the regional and
global scales vary between regions (column 6) but key finding is that the fall is least for South East England and the
Paris region. This indicates that the relatively high primacy
that London and Paris exhibit at the regional scale is not
carried forward to the global scale; here the two regions
have relatively high polycentricity (they are ranked 3rd and
4th among the 8 regions). It seems that cities in the same
region as London and Paris have surprisingly high global
connectivities. This finding directly informs our theoretical
discussion below.
Disregarding interregional differences in the global
connectivity of First cities, at European/global scales,
these Paris Region and South East England polycentricity
rankings show that proximate cities to Paris and London
are well connected into the international service economy.
These regions appear functionally multi-nodal compared
with Greater Dublin and Rhine-Main, and interview evidence further indicates that London’s superior connectivity
to world-wide service networks contributes to a distinctive
functionally polycentric regional structure. In contrast,
Dublin and Frankfurt are both more functionally primate
even though the latter city is considered part of a polycentric region in EU spatial policy; both cities have a strong
representation of international financial services but lack
the more rounded global service connectivity of London
and Paris.

Mega-city region inter-linkages similarly extend to
cities elsewhere in the UK and the POLYNET interview
analysis suggests that here too there are distinctions between services provided in the South East and in other UK
city-regions. Functional specialisation between the strongly
globally intra-linked mega-city region and other UK cities
has yet to be explored in-depth through extended interview surveys, however evidence from the mega-city region
suggests that this reflects different patterns of emergent
demand for specialised global services across the country.
The comparative evidence on different regional
structures from POLYNET indicates the scale-sensitivity
of the polycentricity concept and its inadequacy when used
as a territorially framed policy tool. That is to say, mega-city
region functional polycentricity can only be evaluated, and
supported, through the consideration of multi-scale, crossborder, service linkages.
(iii) Policy Implications

The implications of the results for policy can be summarised as follows:
A concentration of specialised global connectivity/
functions in First cities supports mega-city region inter-city
functional complementarity, reflecting the basic requirement
for synergistic working across cities in multi-locational user
networks. Mega-city region internal and external relations
are thus the result of complex processes, driven by market
competition between user networks and resulting in noncompetitive inter-linkages between cities. These inter-city
relations have special significance for policy and the Lisbon
Accord because they represent dynamic knowledge-based
economic flows that cannot easily be replicated through
deliberate policy interventions and require support through
long-term planning and investment.
Policies designed to promote ’territorial cohesion’
through investment in areas regarded as lacking economic
development are in effect redistributive strategies at two
scales - EU-wide and regional. Nonetheless, attempts to
redress uneven development have so far proved largely
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unsuccessful. Even South East England has a residual eastwest imbalance in its functional distribution (Figure 1(a)).
The comment of a US London user in banking/financial
services reflects a commonly expressed explanation for this:
Businesses at the end of the day are rational
entities and they will go where it makes sense for
them to go. You can do anything you want and
they’re like squeezing a bar of soap, they’ll pop up
where they think the most essential.
This raises the question, how should currently ineffective policies be redirected to reflect different roles of cities
and different structures of regions in globalisation?
Mega-city region processes have key infrastructure
implications. Three forms of infrastructure requiring public
intervention are identified as essential to sustain business
development in interviews with agents connecting cities:
process infrastructures – regulatory and legislatory – and
material multi-modal transportation infrastructures. City
users are trading in knowledge-intensive services, regarded
as a ‘people business’ which require cities to be open to
cross-border flows and require face-to-face contact in
addition to virtual communications. E-technology is not
leading to greater self-containment of cities but is in practice stimulating commuting and business travel as shown

by commuting patterns that replicate patterns of service
connectivity in South East England (Figure 2). Physical
(material) infrastructures remain essential for accessibility,
business efficiency, economic dynamism and environmental
sustainability.
Poor interlocking between mega-city region processes
and the three types of infrastructure therefore has a negative impact on inter-linkages within and between cities.
A key concern identified in the study is the absence of
co-ordinated management approaches in all eight regions.
Because inter-city functional relations cross-cut administrative, institutional and jurisdictional boundaries, joined up
strategies are needed to integrate myriad fragmented city
governance interventions. Inter-organisational networking
across horizontal and vertical boundaries – central to local
government, public-private, economic and spatial planning – is seen in the study as a more relevant solution than
changes to formal governance boundaries because service
markets and inter-city relationships do not relate to borders.
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Figure 2. SE England Commuting 2001 (Source: Hall and Pain 2006)
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Table 2. Provisional Results Comparing Two Contrasting Polycentric Mega-City Regions
‘Greater’ South East

Northern England (‘Northern Way’)
National
connectivity

UK rank

London

1.000

1

Reading
Southampton
Cambridge
Milton Keynes
Crawley-Gatw.
St Albans
Oxford
Maidstone
Brighton
Guildford
Bedford
Bournemouth
Slough
Luton
Basingstoke
Chelmsford
Bury St Edm.
Epsom
H. Wycombe
Bromley

0.285
0.262
0.261
0.210
0.169
0.138
0.113
0.102
0.101
0.099
0.091
0.089
0.075
0.074
0.072
0.067
0.066
0.066
0.058
0.058

13
14
15
17
19
24
27
30
31
33
35
36
40
41
42
44
45
46
49
50

Place-type

City/town

Global city
Enveloped
places in
top 50

2. Polycentricities in the UK Urban Structure
A follow up study is currently being carried out for UK economic space. This deals with the issue of a dominant global
city (London) within a medium-sized state that encompasses many long term declining cities. Policies to counteract
this division include the ‘core cities programme’ and ‘the
Northern Way corridor’. The former focuses on England’s
leading eight provincial cities, encouraging cooperation to
‘balance’ London; the latter focuses on promoting the cities
of northern England. But such policy initiatives have been
launched with limited evidential basis – GaWC research is
attempting to supply the latter (Taylor and Aranya 2006).
Two projects are underway. The first focuses upon
corporate and commercial law firms that are an ‘indicator
sector’ for identifying a vibrant city-economy (by ecological analogy with indicator species for identifying a healthy
ecosystem). Traditionally one-city service firms, law has
become multi-city in its organization of practice and we are
analysing all 218 multi-office commercial law firms in the
UK. The second project analyses 161 major firms across a
range of financial, professional and creative services in 66
UK cities. In both studies connections between cities are
measured and interpreted.
Confirming hints thrown up by the POLYNET research, the key initial finding is that there are quite distinct
types of polycentric regions emerging based upon quite different cities processes: there is evidence of renewal through
inter-city links in the North but this is not the same as the
economic expansion from London taking place in SouthEast England. Early provisional results from the second
project are shown in Table 2 comparing ‘Greater South
East’ with northern England; the contrast is remarkable in

National
connectivity

UK rank

Manchester
Leeds
Newcastle
Liverpool
Sheffield

0.713
0.660
0.359
0.300
0.179

2
4
9
11
18

Other places
in the top 50

Hull
Warrington

0.079
0.059

39
48

Other places
in the data

Preston
Chester
York

0.057
0.047
0.040

51
56
60

Important
by-passed
places
not in data

Barnsley
Blackburn
Blackpool
Bolton
Bradford
Carlisle
Doncaster
Huddersfield
Middlesborough
Sunderland
Wigan

-

-

Place type

City/town

Major
provincial
cities

terms of the abrupt fall off of connected places beyond the
leading northern English cities. Both research projects are
contributing to new theorising of the cities as process in
contemporary globalisation.

3. M
 aking Sense of Mega-city Regions as a
Theory of Process
Cities are traditionally treated as places and planned
accordingly (Hall 1996). However, both Jacobs (1969)
and Castells (1996) interpret the city as a process (inputthroughput-output), a position that is especially relevant
for understanding cities under conditions of contemporary
globalisation. Hence we explore the notion of mega-city
region as process for drawing policy implications from our
empirical findings. In fact our findings suggest that megacity regions are expressions of two distinct spatial processes.
(i) Process A: Mega-City Region Expansion

In her classic argument of cities in economic expansion,
Jacobs (1984) notes that some vibrant cities transfer their
expansion to surrounding settlements to create city-regions.
This process involves simultaneous diffusion of market,
jobs, production, technology and capital into the larger
space. These economic forces are very powerful and can leap
mountains as she shows for the construction of the Tokyo
city-region. More recently, Scott (2001) has extended the
idea of city-region to ‘global city-region’, key entities in an
integrating world economy.
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(ii) Process B: Construction of Megaregions of
Proximate Cities

The other regions in the POLYNET study showed varying
degrees of lesser primacy than Paris and London, and the
same was true for the northern UK. From previous work on
the Randstad Netherlands by Kloosterman and Lambregts
(2001) we know that the major cities in this region are
becoming more alike in their employment structures. Although the POLYNET study identified sectoral specialisation between the Randstad cities (banking/advertising in
Amsterdam, architecture/logistics in Rotterdam, management consultancy in Utrecht-Amersfoort ), 2001 data on
business start-ups suggests that the overall trend is towards
convergence, thus globalisation is not leading towards
a functional division of labour in this mega-city region
(Kloosterman and Lambregts 2001). But in the POLYNET
study we did find a functional differentiation in terms of
scale of connections. In particular, one leading city (eg
Amsterdam, Dusseldorf) gains in relational importance as
its scale of linkages increases until they are dominant for
global connectivities. The result is a spatial structure tending towards the outcome for mega-city region expansion: a
polycentric city-region with a primate centre.
However, this similarity of outcome is misleading
because there are two distinctive processes. Process B is not
a Jacobs’ expansion development; large proximate cities
become linked but there is no enveloping and upgrading
of existing cities from a single centre. In fact, mediumsized cities are neglected, by-passed, in this process in total
contrast to their upgrading in mega-city region expansion
(this is the clear message of Table 2). Thus rather than creating a Jacobsean city-region, process B is about constructing
megaregions of proximate cities.
This process may be thought of as a new relational way
of defining Gottmann’s concept of megalopolis as an urban
region with holes in it (although the ‘holes’ identified here
are urban, not rural).

(iii) Concomitant mega-city regional processes?

A key advantage of defining cities as process rather than
place is that more than one process can be happening at
the same time in the same place. Thus processes A and B
are not exclusive in their respective operations. Thus in the
North East USA process A might be strong around New
York whereas process B might operating generally along the
whole seaboard.
At this point it is important to bring in the matter
of regional scale: the European studies reported here are
at a smaller scale than the US megaregions. Urban UK
(London-Aberdeen) is approximately the same scale as the
Urban North East US (Washington DC-Portland ME)
and yet we have treated the former as two separate regions.
For comparison it might be better to combine the two UK
urban zones (their boundary is fuzzy since London’s city-region is enveloping some Midland’s cities - mega-city region
processes clearly affect an area larger than that surveyed in
POLYNET on the basis of daily commuting patterns). Perhaps Jacobsean processes are more common in North East
US with Boston, Philadelphia and Washington joining
New York in such expansion whereas in the UK London is
alone, Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgow, for instance,
show no such signs (they are part of regions of proximate
cities, process B).
The reason why this identification of different processes is important is because policy should be built upon
process: two processes require two different policies. The
main policy weakness identified in Europe has been a failure to conceptualise spatial relations in this way, hence the
need to support dynamic and fluid mega-city regions has
not been addressed. The Paris team see this as a key reason
why the South East England mega-city region has achieved
stronger functional polycentricity than Paris (Halbert
2006). A deeper understanding of the processes – A and
B – operating in different regions, and their process and
material infrastructure requirements, is needed. The issue
of scale will also be highly relevant for the consideration
of different policy agendas for emergent US megapolitan
region coalescence along interstate highways in comparison
to more regulated, ‘compact city’ regional development/urban containment in Europe.
In conclusion: this paper provides two inputs to the
seminar discussion, a comparative dimension and a theoretical intervention. The latter is the key since the materialist approach adopted in the research reported highlights the
need to obtain evidence for the veracity of regional concepts
in the work carried on in cities: planning should not be
carried out separate from the practice of current economic
actors (firms) that use cities.
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The process we have uncovered for Paris and London in
the POLYNET study, confirmed for the latter by the UK
project extension, is that mega-city region expansion is
polycentric despite the primacy of a single city. The new
scale of expansion in this process means that the city-region
is enveloping previously separate cities as well as promoting
growth in settlements not previously deemed to be ‘cities’.
The process appears to involve diffusion of urban activities
as envisaged by Jacobs but at a far larger scale. The result is
that although the central city maintains its primacy at the
local regional scale, at higher scales, especially the global,
the new rising cities are creating a polycentric structure:
this is what the figures for South East England clearly show
in tables 1 and 2.
Mega-city region expansion appears to indicate that
‘global cities’ are generating large polycentric regions with
multiple connections into the world economy. Observed for
London and Paris in the European research, it is therefore
expected that this process will be strongly evident in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
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The figure below shows all potential connections for
Law Firm 1. For instance, the total number between New
York with Hong Kong is 20 (5 x 4), with Amsterdam is
10 (5 x 2), with Boston is 5 (5 x 1) and with Manchester
is 10 (5 x 2). Thus this law firm contributes 45 potential
links (20 + 10 + 5 + 10) to New York’s connectivity. In the
same manner the other five law firms contribute to New
York’s connectivity producing a total network connectivity of 193. Other city total connectivities are shown in the
penultimate column of the table. For comparative purposes,
connectivities are commonly recorded as proportions of
the highest in the set of cities; these are shown in the final
column. In the analyses reported, the service activities
matrices are, of course, much larger; a macro for calculating
city connectivities is provided on the GaWC website
(www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc)

Inter-city relations are modelled as an interlocking network; cities are ‘interlocked’ by advanced producer service
firms in their everyday tasks of providing financial, professional and creative services to their (often multinational)
business clients. These services are provided through office
networks and it is the inter-city office networks of service
firms that are the focus of all empirical analyses. Each office
network constitutes a potential set of inter-city relations
(transmissions of information, knowledge, instruction,
plans, ideas, etc.) for intra-firm project work (e.g. a transjurisdictional legal contract; a multi-national advertising
campaign). It is these potentials that are aggregated and
measured as inter-city connectivities. The basic data required is a ‘service activity matrix’ that arrays service firms
against cities with cells indicating the importance of a city
(office) to a firm’s activities.

A Pedagogic Example.
Law firms
City

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total city
connectivity

Proportional
connectivity

New York

5

3

5

2

4

5

193

1.000

Hong Kong

4

3

2

3

2

3

165

0.855

Amsterdam

2

5

2

2

5

2

162

0.839

Boston

1

2

0

5

2

2

117

0.606

Manchester

2

0

1

1

0

0

45

0.233

Figures in the matrix are data that show the number of law partners in a firm’s office in a given city (e.g.
Firm 1 has 5 partners in its New York office).

Potential links between Law Firm 1 offices

Figure 3. Potential Links Between Law Firm 1 Offices
HONG KONG

NEW YORK

BOSTON

AMSTERDAM

MANCHESTER
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Summary of Meeting
Introduction
Bob Yaro and Armando Carbonell opened the seminar by
introducing the participants, highlighted the theme and
goals, and expressing their understanding of megaregion
form, definition and theory. According to Carbonell,
megaregions are like cheese. Some regions are like cheddar, dry or, Swiss with big holes in them, and then there
are some that are question marks. So there is a lot going on
that does not allow integration into a simple model. There
is no single definition of a megaregion. It is silly to say there
is only one type of cheese, and the same applies to megaregions.
Along these lines, they discussed how each megaregion
is different across the nation. They may have common defining features, but each megaregion has different economic,
transportation, environmental challenges.
Armando raised the question: how can we talk about
megaregions, without having a clear definition?
He suggested that the idea of mapping is very sensitive because maps can say a lot, but tend to limit people’s
thought processes spatially. We should show the progression of these areas over time, showing change in population,
jobs, etc.
Bob Yaro stated that essentially we want to define
these places; we should develop a working definition of
megaregions – places that will host much of the nation’s
growth for the next half century.
In order to develop a strategy for the problems faced
in megaregions, we need a better way of identifying the
issues. Furthermore, we have to define what we think is going to happen in each one, and then draw attention to key
challenges. Bob Yaro proposed that a national strategy for
America’s growth should focus on the problems of emerging megaregions. Overseas, already billions of dollars have
gone into infrastructure systems at national and megaregion scales.

California Megaregions
Michael Teitz and Elisa Barbour presented their paper on
“Megaregions in California: Challenges to Planning and
Policy.”
The authors identified three main issues: how we define megaregions; what are appropriate levels of urban density; and spatial development in California. Citing Landis,
Teitz spoke about the shape of urban growth in California.
Urbanization in California is actually dense compared to
the rest of the country and the regions are connected. There
are three Californias: (1) San Francisco, (2) Los Angeles,
and (3) Sacramento, with most of the growth happening
inland, where the third California is.
California could be seen as one big megaregion, as opposed to two separate megaregions. It is a state that has its
own foreign policy, and traditionally has much engagement
in planning and land use at the state level. So the state government must exercise leadership in addressing the issues in
the megaregions.

Elisa Barbour spoke about the challenge of rapid
growth in California. She identified several metro growth
issues in the state: strained public infrastructure and the
need for efficient investment; air quality; and housing price
and location. Housing issues included: the affordability
crisis, inland growth vs. infill, and housing policy as a lever
for environmental investment benefits.
The housing crisis in California is causing the State to
take an active role in managing this growth, with a push for
local governments to come up with solutions. Further, there
is evidence of rapid growth inland, while the market for
infill multifamily housing structures is growing.
Barbour also raised the issue of spillover growth, from
coastal areas inland. Rapid development is taking place
along highways and transportation routes to the coast in
areas around Sacremento, for example. Yet while there is
rapid population growth inland, job growth is expected to
continue to concentrate on the coast. This puts increasing
pressure on transportation systems between coastal and
inland areas and on the farmland in the San Fernando
Valley. A major challenge for the coastal regions is how to
accommodate additional density to house their growing
workforces. The emerging pattern is sparking some interest
and generating a lot of debate on the shared transportation
corridors on the part of planning organizations.
In attempting to develop a regional strategy, Barbour and Teitz identified four challenges the state must
overcome. First, megaregions (and their issues) exceed the
boundaries of existing institutions. Second, city and local
governments are not coordinating growth issues with each
another or with the state. Even if the spillover growth eases
political conflict in the Blueprint process, it still leaves
growth concerns unresolved. The third problem is large
scale infrastructure, such as water supply problems. The
state is taking a more conservative approach to balance the
interests of the various parties. Fourth, as one of the largest
ports serving the nation, megaregional issues raise concerns
about the Los Angeles region’s global competitiveness.
One area where regions have been able to coordinate is
in transportation, especially by coordinating to get federal
funding. For instance, associations of governments in
Southern California have been working together on freight
movement issues and how to make port activities more
efficient.
The functional scale of the growth problems is causing
some institutions to grow in there responsibilities. Air quality is one of these issues. Pollution spilling into the central
valley has led to the creation of a new greenhouse gas policy
promoting a multi-state agenda. Central valley pollution
has become a big issue, and this pressured the Bay Area to
stiffen its air quality policies.
According to Teitz and Barbour, the desired planning framework should be a coalition of regional planning
agencies involved in strategic planning for growth. State
government has abandoned its traditional active role; as a
result, regional agencies responded to growth pressures and
federal and state devolution. In the past, transportation and
air quality drove integrated planning, and environmental
planning encouraged a state-wide approach. Therefore, to
implement megaregional institutions in California the state
should provide guidance by establishing rules, incentives,
and support (i.e.: bond money).
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According to Teitz and Barbour, challenges in California exemplify the existence of megaregions. Furthermore,
these issues will require new institutional responses, and
new institutions to be built on the old. The state must step
forward to reclaim its historically strong planning role and
set the agenda for meeting the growth and demands that
exist. It falls on the State to frame land use planning and
policies.
Discussion

COG/MPOs need to sustain this growth, especially along
shared transportation corridors or overlapping growth
(spillover). The state could work to strengthen metro planning, and support cooperation in neighboring jurisdictions
since there are no institutional growth strategies in place.
California is unique in that the state has such a big role in
its issues, but other regions across the country have interstate growth, and their megaregions are multi-state.
There also has to be recognition of landscape preservation in planning decisions because it allows us to surface
and appreciate the landscape that exists and the value it
holds. We have to stress regions to do infill development to
manage growth and conduct good land use strategy.
With funding, there is territorial competition, and
changing boundaries does not solve the problem. We need
a national spatial framework to address these problems,
such as the need to understand how economies affect space.
The 3 C’s are a good starting point for this initiative: crisis
(water, environment, landscape), conditionality (money,
incentives, political will), and collaborations are required to
spur action.

The Texas Triangle Megaregion
Following California megaregions, Fritz Steiner and
Ming Zhang presented their research on “Connecting the
Texas Triangle: Economic Integration and Transportation
Coordination.” They began by addressing the following key
questions:
• I s the Texas Triangle an integrated megaregion or is it
a geometric coincidence?
• W
 hat are the planning and policy-making implications of a megaregional approach to the Triangle?
Their approach included a study of “space of place,”
the geographic space of growing metro areas, and “space of
flows,” which considers transportation, information and
business networks. They suggested that the Triangle is a
space of places where economic functions and population
growth (from 1910 to 2050) is consistently seen within
these three metro areas (Dallas, Austin, Houston).
Steiner, Zhang and Butler tried to find empirical
evidence of any connections between the Triangle metros
using Local Quotients (LQ), an analytical tool used to
calculate an industry’s share in the local economy, such
as a metro area, over that industry’s share in the national
economy. The reason for this analysis was to identify the
strongest industries within the metros of the Texas Triangle
and to see if there are similarities or complementarities in
economic specializations across the metros. Categorically,
there are differences in the economies of the Triangle. For

instance, state government jobs are still strongest in Austin,
whereas San Antonio continues to have the strongest tourist industry and military sectors. The 5 metros, Austin, San
Antonio, Dallas, Fort Worth, and Houston, continue to
play their historic functions, compete, and complement one
another as their economies grow and diversify.
The Texas Triangle megaregion is defined as 66 counties, within 4 MSAs. To promote a coordinated approach,
Steiner and Zhang recommend establishing a “Megaregion
Planning Organization.” These institutions should recognize that future population and income growth increases
future mobility demand; observe inter-metro travel as intramegaregion travel; and suggest the benefits of providing
location and employment choices at the megaregion scale.
Ming presented a transportation analysis on demand
for high-speed rail. According to his research, people have
stable commuting time budgets (1-1.5 hours/day) and
monetary budgets (10-15% income). As income increases,
demand grows for faster commuting modes (i.e., high-speed
rail or air travel). Thus, it is essential for institutions to
plan for this future travel demand. Offering a set of travel
modes, such as high-speed rail could encourage efficient
travel patterns.
There are a number of planning challenges in the
Texas Triangle. First, there is no connection between transportation and land use planning. Second, counties have
no planning authorities to coordinate efforts. Third, there
are not enough funds for new roads. And fourth, there is
no inter-city rail network. However, there are a number of
local efforts, for instance, Envision Central Texas, which
includes Austin’s all-system-go long range transit plan,
the City of Austin’s TOD Ordinance of 2005, and Star
intercity transit.
The presentation concluded with the following points:
first, there is empirical verification of an emerging Triangle;
second, there must be integrated transportation-land use
planning at the metro, city and neighborhood levels; and
third, state legislation reform will be key to moving these
concepts forward.
Discussion

• Th
 ere are 4 metros that do not connect; they are free
standing cities. They have strong current economic
connections, but no synergy overall. But first, we need
a lot more information on what it is we are trying
to connect. It is imperative that we start thinking
about the issue as a crisis; however, the problem with
identifying these crises is that there is cheap land,
cheap housing, which makes it hard to argument on
what needs to be done. For instance, in Houston, the
average cost of transportation is more than the average
cost of housing. That’s a real concern.
• I f we cherish this mobility, and we face the challenge,
how do we expand a transportation system? How
important is the concept of proximity? How does
connecting Austin to Dallas and Houston, different
than connecting it to Phoenix or another major city?
Why is this connection more important? What are
the potential benefits?
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• W
 hat are the advantages of developing synergies
between the five metros? The challenge needs to be
defined in order to convene different leaders to start
thinking of solutions.

The Great Lakes Megaregion
Ed Feser and Geoff Hewings presented their research on
economic integration and interstate trade in the Great
Lakes Megaregion, and proposed further research on the
functional economic areas of the megaregion. A continuously shifting geography of production systems and tensions
is evidenced by two sources: (1) trends in interregional trade
and integration, focused in the Midwest, and (2) the geography of American value chains—levels of concentration,
urban-rural distribution, and overlap with megaregions.
Since the 1970s, division of production into smaller
more specialized components has lead to greater interstate
trade, and is fueled by fragmentation of production into
smaller components. Overall, there’s a hollowing out of
production within Midwest states, but positive growth of
interstate trade.
This interregional dependence displays the role of agglomeration forces, particularly growth industries, such as
knowledge-based and high-tech, which are clustering more
tightly in space than older industries, such as manufacturing in this region. Furthermore, declining transportation
costs have spurred firms to exploit economies of scale
within the Midwest market as a whole, more so than overseas. They are exploiting scales of economies of scope across
multiple establishments throughout the Midwest as well.
Instead of thinking about one industry, megaregion
economic development should be integrating components
of different industries “locationally.”
In conclusion, both authors stated that from an
economic policy perspective, appropriate regional boundaries are highly variable. The internal and external links are
changing, and at the same time, places are becoming increasingly complex. They also questioned how megaregions
are linked in the US.
Discussion:

• O
 ne item of concern is that we should be thinking of
clusters as integration, however, companies are thinking of locations differently. In addition, even though
the Midwest has tried to diversify its economic base,
overall as a region there has been very little growth.
One suggestion for improving planning was to map
out the various locations of the production cycles.
• M
 ayors and governors in the Great Lakes should
set an agenda for revitalization and prosperity and
create a sense of urgency. It is also important to look
at challenges in one city or region as impediments to
the whole megaregion. Instead of thinking of Illinois

problems as Illinois problems, we need to recognize
the interdependence of the economies and convert
Illinois problems as related to Michigan problems and
visa versa.
• M
 aybe it would be effective to think of the fragmentation as having a pattern. Is there a magnet for certain
industries? Are they fragmenting ubiquitously or is
there a pattern forming? The problem is that within
fragmentation, there’s also specialization now, and
that is complicating how to map out the growth of the
production in various industries. Therefore, it is further complicating the ability to manage growth. As a
last suggestion, infrastructure investments need to be
linked with specific economic development activities.
• A
 nother suggestion was the importance of investing
in downtown amenities of major cities in the Midwest. There’s a lack of amenities to attract and/or keep
existing businesses.
• S o will cluster integration provide us with the right
type of planning in this region?

Breakout Working Group Sessions
Megaregional Planning and Governance
Moderator: Bob Yaro

• Th
 e group discussed the need to convey urgency of
the pressing challenges and prepare for growth in
the megaregions. This includes involving the press,
defining and branding the megaregions – for instance,
single state megaregions such as Texas Triangle are a
good branding opportunity to focus on the key elements that make it an emerging megaregion.
• W
 here do we find the leadership? We can look to 4
or 5 different sectors: philanthropies have the clout,
monies and political will; civic sectors and business
leaders; mayors also – Shirley Franklin from Atlanta
is thinking about how to mobilize the issue already.
Next, the president should provide some national
leadership on these issues; a Domestic Policy candidate who can direct this issue to the appropriate scale.
A White House Conference would be ideal to elevate
the growth challenges in the U.S.
• W
 e must mobilize and organize these issues around
3 or 4 key legislations, for instance the next transportation bill focusing on megaregions, agriculture
bill, farm bill, and environmental protection bill.
These legislations need to provide powerful state and
local incentives to areas that adopt and participate
in megaregion strategies to get their acts together. So
maybe we can encourage collaboration among MPOs
or agencies that cut across regions with civic groups to
lead the initiative. A study commission that can lead
the agenda and come up with a megaregion strategy
would also be effective.
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• Th
 e call for transportation connections appears to
be based more on flows of goods and less on moving
people. If this is the case, why high-speed rail? It is
important to understand what type of trips these are
(i.e.: work based trips, recreational, etc.) and whether
the trips justify high speed rail or other transportation
alternatives.
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Methodologies
Moderator: Armando Carbonell

• G
 rouping the various issues into larger themes is difficult because as geographers, planners, and scholars,
we visualize issues differently. We should visualize
functional regions organized around problems: watersheds, climate, and urban development at a large scale.
A matrix of interests could help illustrate a series of attributes that could apply to the megaregions across the
board. This matrix must be flexible and compatible.
• O
 ne solution is to avoid single static maps as the
way to represent megaregions. Maybe multiple maps
showing different resources? Edges and boundaries
don’t always help to convey the real problem. One
vital question was, What about the blank spaces on
the maps? What are they for? How to deal with spaces
between megaregions? If we showed a layer below the
megaregions, such as a gradient of the population
growth to 2050, we could show why we are focusing
on these specific megaregions and not others so that
there is reason behind our selection.
• W
 e need more effort to clarifying what we want to
do with this concept. In a sense, the real question
for methodology is: What are we doing with these
agglomerations so that we can present the picture the
right way. Perhaps we need to show a series of maps
showing the relationships between the megaregions:
such as flows of goods, growth, and development.
This could essentially surface multiple layers of
relationships that give cause for building relationships
between metro areas and megaregions.

Europe: Polycentric Mega-city Regions
Kathy Pain presented her and Peter Taylor’s paper on
megaregions in Europe.
Relational emphasis: cities are used via connections
with other cities in advanced business service networks
(finance, advertising). The emphasis is on the process:
identifying agents – who is doing the connecting and why?
Focus on users of cities, such as firms; looking for primary
data to find how cities relate (not static data).
Pain investigated the interrelationship between informational economy flows and geographical space in 8 major
city-regions. GaWC technical team for quantitative analysis
uses interlocking network model to derive inter-city connectivities through advanced business service networks
at 4 scales. Results show: 1) different regional roles and 2)
regional structures (explored in 600 in-depth interviews
with senior network users (city users)).
Study shows different patterns of uses. Regional
polycentricity varies- Rhine Ruhr followed by Randstad,
appear to be the most polycentric. But differences in global
connectivity of 8 “first” cities are not allowed for. London
and Paris have the complex multi-sector clustering, highly
specialized services offered (most connectivity networks).
Process extends to SE England secondary centers.
Morphologically polycentric MCRs are less functionally interconnected, have more sectoral specialization. (i.e.:
RhindStad or RhineRuhr) – looking at population, they
seem much more flat compared to London or Paris. They

are far less connected outside the first city. They also have
more specialization, sectorally. Certain industries have
already been established there regionally, such as advertising in one center, finance in another center.
The qualitative aspect is trying to capture the actual
relations and communications the firms have with the surrounding centers. This can only be done through qualitative
interviews to find out the various connectivities that exist.
London is strongly connected to centers outside of it.
So those other centers are also well connected. There are
many functional linkages as well. It’s a geography of user
networks – firms using the networks for their business
functions. It shows where the connections are.
Different scales, different regional structures - Global
connectivity is key to different MCR structures: 2 distinct
servicing scales. Networks that are regional are also national in scope; similarly, networks that are European are
also global in scope. London and Paris are more polycentric
at a global scale (i.e.: secondary centers have high global
connectivity).
Pain concluded that polycentricity is a scale-dependent
concept; hence it is inadequate as a territorially framed
policy tool. Globally, NY would be very polycentric. Slowly,
other smaller cities are starting to get swallowed into these
MCRs.
The policy implication Pain suggested was that
polycentricity must be evaluated/supported as a cross-border phenomenon associated with inter-city flows. Global
concentration/connectivity of First cities constructs
inter-city complementarities reflecting synergistic networking between city users. EU policy attempts to redistribute
vibrant development but have so far been unsuccessful. EU
has tried to redistribute in 3 ways: (1) process infrastructure
– regulatory and legislative; (2) material infrastructure
- multi-modal transportation; and (3) virtual infrastructure
- are stimulus to face-to-face contact and business travel
(i.e.: email).
Mega-city regions should be visualized as a theory
of process - cities and regions planned as places. But
Jacobs and Castells interpret the city as a process: input,
throughput, output. This concept is especially relevant in
contemporary globalization. Mega-city regions are expressions of two distinct spatial processes: (1) Process A: MCR
expansion, and (2) Process B: Construction of MCRs of
proximate cities.
Advanced service businesses are servicing each other
constantly and getting advice from one another on services,
and building relationships on how to grow and better
service one another. This attracts new firms to enter this
network, essentially increasing the size and complexity of
the network.
POLYNET shows that MCR expansion is functionally polycentric despite the primacy of a single city which
retains its global primacy at the regional scale. So you get
clustering of different sectors into separate cities, but essentially globally connected via a major single city (i.e.: London). So the difficulty is in trying to spread the clustering
throughout the MCR to encourage equity of services and
network relationships. The process is currently enveloping/
promoting growth in previously separate cities – the same
process is likely to be found in the New York region (White
Plains, Stamford), Chicago, LA.
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Discussion:

• S omething is happening in megaregions - agglomerations, population growth, etc. Global economies are
decentralizing at all three levels - national, state, and
local. We can imagine megaregions as the modern
version of ‘dynamic economic development’. We have
to be careful however in thinking that economic
development is a way to establish megaregional
development. Furthermore, we have to remember
that megaregion development does not guarantee
economic growth and global economic processes.
• I f we want to develop these spaces of flows, we need
to understand the space of places; are they prepared
to attract and sustain the flows and grow? What gives
some places advantages over others to sustain these
flows? How would value-chain networks change the
map in UK polycentric cities? Would it change the
networks? The dynamism?
• L
 ondon doesn’t have a conscious framework for
growth. Polycentrism would allow the Northeast US
to push out the economies of scales. There is a framework for bringing these structures together somehow
and relating them to the national and global economy.

Final Discussion On A National Strategy
• W
 hat type of analysis do we need? What are the
components, differences, similarities, potential
outcomes to various strategies, generalities? Would
a problem focus (i.e.: population growth), instead of
a megaregional approach be more effective? Could
global economy and a climate strategy attract national
attention?
• O
 ne important aspect of this strategy should be to relate the various elements. For instance, demographics
– we need to relate the changing demographics from
expected population growth in terms of landscape
changes, transportation, and environmental changes.
• W
 e have to recognize that the economy has changed,
and is changing constantly. There are different and
newer flows of industries; new types of information
are needed to stay competitive; and new methodologies are needed to collect this data. There must be a
research agenda to bring all the information and data
together.

• E
 stablish megaregional census data (perhaps a
megaregion statistical area?)
• W
 e must first identify specific boundaries of the
megaregions before discussing the issues. Then we
need to address what the policy goals are? Trade offs?
Assumptions?
• W
 hat’s the message we want to give about changes we
expect? And, how do we deliver it?
• U
 nderstanding attitudinal differences in the megaregions is equally important in terms of relating the
information and data to the eventual implications.
We need a national strategy that’s bottom-up.
• C
 haracterization of megaregions is also important:
Ecological vs. Economic arguments.
• I s strengthening the MPO’s a good start? Who should
be in control?
• W
 e need to keep places competitive (retaining intellectual and human capital and make them livable
– especially places that are not keeping up and losing
out in the economy).
• W
 hat’s the policy framework we need to be working
within nationally? We need to establish a systematic
approach overall (‘National Spatial Statistical Data’),
with regional data centers in each megaregion.
• Th
 ere must be baseline criteria to map trends consistently across all megaregions on all issues.
• M
 egaregions are necessary to address certain problems, such as multi-factorial strategies that span
multiple regions. We need a template for identifying
these places and their resources.
• I dentifying distribution networks is important
(especially for Middle America that houses so many
warehouses and distribution centers).
• U
 nderstanding flows across continent (i.e. Mexico to
Canada).
• We must also identify “hinges” between regions.
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So again, it takes all three types of infrastructures (virtual, physical, and regulatory) to move this process ahead
and to reverse the diseconomy of scales that is currently
occurring.
The global connectivity across UK is not even. So you
have to be careful in how you draw the lines. Geographically in the US, it is more distinct in terms of regional
territories that function together and are connected well
throughout the cities in the region.
Understanding these spaces of flows will allow better
networking and establishment of networks that could function together.
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